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THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY FIELD AND THE YOUNG ENGINEER 

James THERON Roop 

Professor of Electrical Engineering 

The electric railway field offers today to the young Again, since most of our graduates have been lacking 

electrical engineer one of the most interesting and effec- in specific training in electric railroading, the operating 

tive possible lines of endeavor for his life work. Al- companies have felt forced either to put the young 

though the field is as old, or even slightly older than graduate in some very subordinate position along with 

the fields of telephony, electric power generation and untrained, “practical” (?) men, primarily, I suppose, 

transmission, it has never drawn to its service either to see what he has in him; or else, as in the case of the 

its proper percentage or proper grades of graduates Public Service Corporation of New Jersey, the Old 

from our engineering colleges. For one thing, courses Colony sytem of Boston, and the sytems of New York 

in railway electrical engineering have not been given and Philadelphia, the companies have put the young 

to any extent in the past in our engineering schools graduates into a one or two year apprentice or train- 

and, lacking them, our graduates have seemed to feel ing course, both of which seem to grate heavily on the 

that they were without proper training for this line of minds of the young grad, especially where getting a 

work. They feel that they are well prepared to take well paying job, whatever its other characteristics, is 

up the common branches of electrical engineering,— demanded as a prerequisite to early matrimony. And 

design, testing, manufacture, power house, generation yet one must not forget the kind of materials or goods 

and transmission work, and, if necessary, that they that electric transportation is dealing with. It is jocu- 

could rather easily work up the required specialized larly said that a physician buries his mistakes, but 

knowledge for the work in the illumination or telephone seemingly electric lines are not so fortunate in that 

fields; but Railway work, has seemed to them a strange, respect. They can trust their precious, human and 

rather mysterious field of engineering activity, and, as other freight only to the hands of those tried and not 

such, one to be side-stepped, at least by the more con- found wanting, else they themselves would be buried 

servative young graduate. past redemption. Thus they have been forced to give 

For another thing, the bid to enter the electric rail- the would-be railway man a stiff training of some sort, 

way field has never been put to the about-to-be graduate _ either making him crawl up through various positions 

in as alluring-a way as has been the call to the other in the organization or else giving him training designed 

and more common branches of electrical engineering. to render him sufficiently expert to be both safe and 

The large electrical manufacturing companies, the tele- useful, however irksome either of these methods may 

phone and other big corporations have persistently be to the already-to-be general manger. 

spread a systematic propaganda for getting engineer- But, after all, the important thing is not what the 

ing graduate recruits to their services. Every year young engineer doés the first years after graduation, 

many of these companies send to practically every engi- but what he is doing ten, twenty years after graduation, 

neering college groups of their older, able engineers to and, more than that, whether he is tempermentally 

personally interview the engineering seniors with a view at one with the work he is in, to the extent that it is 

to getting them to join the given company upon gradua- a never failing source of interest and attraction to him. 

tion. The electrical railway companies, almost with- That, to most men, at least, is the real criterion of 

out exception, have been largely local corporations success in life work. The telephone Corporation preens 

serving a rather restricted district, so they have lacked itself upon the large percentage of the men they employ 

the larger incentive to go in person to our colleges that continue with them. But it is large principally 

and bid directly for the better grades of engineering because, with their very wide range of type of employ- 

graduates, especially since any given company might ment, they rarely fail to be able to fit a not-too eccentric 

require only one or, at most, a few recruits in a given peg to a comfortably near fitting hole. But really to 

year. It has proven a short sighted policy on their enjoy work in the electric traction field one must, at 

part for which they are paying dearly, especially at least in the common construction or operating end 

the present time, but, unfortunately, it has always been of the game, be able to take pleasure in an active, yes 

true in railroading, particularly with our steam lines. almost continuously strenuous life, one full of pulsating
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ups and downs, one slamming up against you emergency turning out a million cars a year. Our cities are spread- 
problems of considerable magnitude requiring solution ing rapidly outward into semi-suburban districts and 
at once. You may never be able to wander far from there is hardly a city that is not now from five to fif- 
the telephone, day, night, Sunday, holiday, without hav- teen or even twenty years behind its present track 
ing left a note as to where you might be reached. You mileage requirement. The demand for transportation 
may never be able to say, as in some lines of engineering, is here. It must and will be supplied. The question 

| just where you may be or what you will be doing two of the jitney ,the autobus, the trolleybus may come to 
days, say, from now. But for the man of initiative, your mind. In regard to the first, it may be flatly 
nerve, one who likes to make things move, it is a real stated that their chance for superceding the present 
life. The saying is “once a railway man, always a trolley car service is nil. They have been tried and 
railway man”, and it seems a true one. If, for any found wanting so far as general, quick, safe transpor- 
reason, such a man leaves the railroad service, he is tation is concerned, Their proper field of use is very 
indeed like the British soldier in Kipling’s “Mandalay” narrow, one which the more expensive track service 
who is always hearing “the East a’ calling.” It has can not financially take care of, at least for the present. 
always seemed to me a real tragedy that frequently The autobus has considerable promise in certain direc- 
men have been induced to take up work in certain tions, mostly as a suburban continuation or feeder to 
electrical lines only to find it uncongenial to them be- an established track line. No non-track system has 
cause they there find no outlet for their more alert yet been able to give the fast, safe, high-capacity 
activities, their managerial powers. Often have I felt service that our present track service can give, and it 
that such men would have found electric traction work is being improved all the time. No one need shun the 
a more congenial field for their prowess. railway field on account of these seeming menaces. 

The City, Suburban and Interurban Line Field Elevated and Subway Fields 
The largest present opening in the electric railway In some of the larger cities, such as Boston, Phila- field is that of the city and suburban trolley service. delphia, New York and Chicago, there are at present 
ee ‘ an a city in ine pied States of ra extended elevated electric railway installations whose nousand population or over but that has its city trolle . . eet 

service, iten with short connecting “4 fines, = Huh. depo: oh epetnwerine ae at ae 
some times with interurban service. Here the engi- therefore, a splendid field for high grade engineers. neering of equipment. selection, operation, and main- It is practically certain, however, that the clevated has 
tenance may be fully of co-ordinate importance with about reached the peak of its mileage and that no con- the managing end. In fact, on many small systems siderable extension will ever be made to the present the engineer is also the general manager, In many lengths, although they will doubtless be used up to a ways it requires him to be a sort of jack-at-all-trades, higher maximum capacity through the use of faster but it is an interesting, active life, generally in many acceleration, lighter cars, shorter headway and the like. ways, one of true service. His nose may be kept sharply The subway will probably be the means of extension to the grind stone of work, and frequently is, but he of trackage in our larger cities rather than the present will be a man well known to the community, his light type of elevated with its expensive, noisy, darkening far from hidden, in touch with and in the current of structure of limited operating capacity and with its all that goes on, and he may have much to do with high depreciation effect upon the values of adjoining the going life and health of his city. The salaries are properties. Unless the monorail type of construction not often large and the work is strenuous, but there is perfected and comes to the fore, which at this time are usually real compensations. In the larger city sys- seems hardly probable, the elevated system has reached tems the work is far more specialized and a man may its apex. 
find himself having to do with a more restricted field . . : ‘ of activity, but through it all will run the need for With ever increasing density of population of our activity and alertness, as well as a real feeling of res- American cities the subway will seemingly come: to be ponsibility. Here the salaries are generally much better ore and more depended Upon: for the chief means 
in the higher positions and the chances for experience for local rapid transit and their construction and opera- as well as for specialization are better. . tion will open up, in the not far distant future, a very 

It may be objected that the field of city electric lines considerable field of opportunity for the railway electri- 
is not what it was before the war, and, in a way, this Cal engineer... The question is practically wholly one is true. Financially the roads are not in as good shape of relation between high cost of sonstruchen and the as they should and must be, but no one for a moment "evenue to be expected per track mile. Boston, New has any idea that our city trolleys are going to be York and Philadelphia show us what we an, be expect- done away with or even curtailed. In truth, quite ing as to cost, maintenance and revenue, and it seems al- 
otherwise, for never in the history of the United ™ost certain that extensions in these Cities as well 
States has the demand for local transportation been as 4 considerable starting subway construction in Chicago great as it is at present and there is every reason to will soon be required. 
deduce that this need will increase, even with Ford (Continued on page 75)
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FINANCING HIGHWAY WORK IN WISCONSIN* 

By M. W. TorKELson, c ’04 

Enginecr-Secretary, Wisconsin Highway Commission 

Of the many problems affecting highway work the ther justification of taxation on equitable grounds is 

most important is among the least discussed by en- difficult. Taxes must be levied as equitably as possible, 

gineers. Problems of construction and maintenance are but they must be levied where they can be collected, 

dealt with at length in our ‘technical press and at en- otherwise the levy will be useless. The whole theory 

gineering conventions, but very little is said about fi- and practice of taxation has been summed up in a sen- 

nancing. Yet unless the funds with which to pay the — tence which says that we must go where we can get the 

cost of construction and maintenance, can be provided, most feathers with the least squawking. But the im- 

everything must stop. It takes money to make the possibility of levying taxes with exact equity need not 

mare go in highway work as well as in other things, prevent the levy of taxes and imposts which approach 

and, while the administration of the work—the plan- equity more nearly than a general tax levy. The great 

ning and execution of construction and maintenance— problem of any public work is to raise the funds, to 

are important, these are secondary to the main problem, secure in one manner or another, popular approval for 

which is to get the funds which provide the motive the work undertaken to such an extent that the public 

power for the various operations. is willing year after year to continue to produce the 

Another old saying is that nothing is sure but death funds with which to carry on the work. This is true of 

and taxes. This voices the average man’s antagonism every state activity. Highway improvement, while pop- 

to the process by which the government forces him to ular at the present time, has not always been so, and 

contribute his portion of the cost of public improve- the present desire for a continuation of highway work 

ments. Our system of justice, our charitable and penal on a large scale is the result of years of careful effort 

institutions, our schools, our highways, in fact, the en- to keep the public informed regarding the subject and 

tire vast machine which differentiates civilization from satisfied with the results achieved. In so far as our 

savagery, is taken as a matter of course, something we present knowledge of conditions in the state is an in- 

have always had and always will have. While the av- dication of true sentiment, we believe that the work 

erage man realizes that the cost of this machinery must done is approved and the public well pleased. The only 

eventually be paid by the individual, he generally feels limit to a continuation of the work is the ability of the 

that is much too great, and that a little larger share people to pay. 

ought to be paid by the other fellow. And governments, Highway work is substantially at a standstill. The 

to avoid the protests which taxes invariably raise, have, state aid work, which in the early days of organized 

wherever practicable, resorted to indirect methods of highway work was the principal operation of the State 

taxation. Highway Commission, is now a small matter compared 

But this feeling, while perhaps natural, is not justi- with other operations. The federal aid work carried 

fied. It is in a measure, perhaps, a survival of the days out with the first appropriation of July, 1916, and Feb- 

when a visit from the King’s tax gatherer was a day tuary, 1919, by which approximately $21,000,000 were 

of terror. But if a man lives in a community where made available for highway work in Wisconsin, is draw- 

taxes are regularly levied and regularly paid it is the ing to a close. Additional federal aid allotted to the 

surest sign that he is living in civilization and is an state, amounting to $6,600,000, approximately, is avail- 

active part of it. The purposes of government are two- able and must be taken up or forfeited to other states. 

fold: To protect the safety of the individual, both as Something must be done by the legislature which con- 

regards his life and his property; and to enable that in- vened on January 1oth if the work is to continue. 

dividual to enjoy at public expense many things which In a previous article (November, 1922), a statement 

no one could possibly possess if left to his own individ- of the immediate needs of the State in the way of 

ual resources. And, if the taxes are levied within rea- highway construction was made and is here repeated. 

son, and the funds collected are expended efficiently, These needs are as follows: 

the community is better off with the taxes moderately The continuation of federal aid work 

high than very low. Ample public funds mean ade- The continuation of the maintenance of our present 

quate support for our charitable and penal institutions, state trunk highway system and any additions thereto 

our schools, our highways, and more complete enjoy- A continuation of our state aid policy 

ment of them by the individual. An adequate sum for the proper supervision of the 

The entire justification for the levy of taxes against work. 

the individual is that he is a member of society enjoy- Estimates indicate that the sum necessary for this work, 

ing the many benefits which are inseparable from living On @ scale comparable with the work done during the 

in the community, and it is, therefore, right that he last three years, approximates $10,000,000 annually. 

should pay according to his ability. To attempt fur- For a better understanding of the present situation 

—— a brief review of past state financing is necessary. As 

op ee he Pa ae “ne pot ged Sitcles on stated in the article already referred to, the State in- 

songia. stalled an advisory department in 1907 and in 1911 be-
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gan the policy of state aid construction on the basis of | in proportion to area, one-third population, one-third 
1/3 state, 1/3 county, and 1/3 local unit. In 1917 the mileage of rural post roads. The total amount allotted 
state trunk highway laws providing funds for con- to Wisconsin under these first appropriations was 
struction with federal aid and undertaking the mainten- $1,913,205, which would require a like amount from 
ance of our State Trunk Highway System were put the state. : 
into effect. Each of these steps required additional In considering legislation to meet the requirements 
funds on the part of the state. The advisory depart- of the Federal act it was felt by the legislature of the 
ment, which operated for four years, from 1907 to state that the federal program was very moderate, 
TQTI, was supported by an annual appropriation of that the expenditure of a joint state and federal fund 
$10,000. When the State Aid law of IQII went into aggregating $4,000,000 approximately over a period of 
effect the appropriation for administration was increased five years which would be the minimum under the 
to $40,000 and an appropriation of $350,000 annually federal statute, would be a very moderate program and 
was made for the State’s share of construction. This that the state could very well afford to expend more 
sum was sufficient for the needs of the first year, but money. It was therefore decided that instead of pro- the work immediately became popular and the sum de- viding the minimum amount for federal aid in Wis- 
manded to meet the State’s full one-third share for consin, the federal aid would be doubled, and the work 
the second year’s operation was $800,000, or $450,000 done with funds provided 1/3 by the Federal govern- 
in excess of the appropriation. The legislature of 1913 ment, 1/3 by the State, and 1/3 by the Counties, an- 
made an appropriation of $450,000 to meet the deficit alogous to the old state aid plan. The joint federal and 
in the appropriation for the previous year and in-state fund was apportioned to the counties one-third 
creased the annual appropriation to $1,200,000. The mn ne ae > Se = valuation, one- 
sum available as State Aid for highways for con- third total mileage of highways, and the counties were 
struction in 1912 and 1913 aggregated ae The required to provide an amount equal to one-half the 
sums provided out of the state treasury in, the years amount allotted from the joint fund, and the old ratio 
Igt4 and 1915 aggregated $2,850,000, a multiplication of one-third for cach thus continued. This st 
by four. though in excess of minimum requirements, would not 

The legislature of 1915 was elected just after the have imposed a heresap Of any Patt. Of the: State with 
time of the collection of the first high taxes, and there the federal appropriations then made. The northern 
was a very ugly feeling toward road work. Perhaps counties of ‘the State, which are lange: in area and re some of the readers of this article will remember con. Te 4 large amount of road construction, are 
ditions in January and February, 1914. It is not neces- relatively large allotments from he, jane ata Ga sary to go into the cause, but it suffices to say that the federal. fund, and the appropriation Of leeal fatuds was taxes levied in the fall of 1913 and collected in the ™° ™Ore than faty is Mig (OE The henetits vested early part of 1914 were much higher than any in the In considering the source from which the necessary 
previous history of the State. The campaign of 1914 state funds were to be provided the legislature natur- 
was made largely on that issue. The explanations of ally tutned ito the automobile, Direct! state ances had 
the reasons for the high taxes were able and eloquent. been the exception for many years and the legislature 
:\mong others, Prof. T. S. Adams added to his fame always averse: to levying, them. _Poitomobiles had “be- by quoting Walt Whitman’s “barbaric yawp” expres- come numerous and there was a widespread demand for 
sion. The average taxpayer was not acquainted with better roads. The: lesiiaine: Heit aid, rightly, thats Tits Whitman and ascribed the statement to facetiousness automobile OWEer should and: would. be: willing’ to amet on the part of the professor, with bad results for the the cost of the mnprowements contemplated by the leg- various explanations. But be this as it may, the leg- islation enacted in connection with the acceptance of 
islature, elected in the fall of 1914, reduced the annual tedefal said. ane only change made was an increase in appropriation for state aid for highways to $785,000, at the automobile license fees from a flat rate of $5.00 
which figure it has since remained. per car to $10.00 per car, which was very: moderate and ee . provided ample revenues for the expenditures required 

So far, the funds for highway improvement had been by the original federal aid program. But in February provided out of the general revenues of the State, ex- of 1919 additional federal aid appropriations were made. 
cept during the years 1914 and 1915 when tax levies Everyone remembers the urgent need felt for providing 
of $1,650,000 and $1,000,000 tespectively were made. employment for discharged service men, and road work 

The legislature of 1917 was confronted with the was the favorite method of providing this employment. 
necessity of providing funds to match federal aid al- In pursuance of this object Congress, in an act ap- lotted to Wisconsin by the act of Congress of July, proved February 28, 1919, made $50,000,000. available 1916. This act appropriated $75,000,000 for co-opera- immediately, an additional sum of $75,000,000 available tion with the states in the construction of rural post for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, and an addi- roads, of which $5,000,000 was to be expended the tional $75,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, first year, $10,000,000 the second, $15,000,000 the third, 1921. This increased the federal appropriation avail- $20,000,000 the fourth, and $25,000,000 the fifth year. able within the five years contemplated by the original The fund was distributed among the states one-third act of July, 1911, from $75,000,000 to $275,000,000,
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and increased the allotment for Wisconsin from $1,913,- an absolute necessity. With the improvement of the 

205 to $7,004,280, a multiplication almost by four. State Trunk Highway System, traffic has increased 

This later federal legislation occurred while the leg- largely over previous years and the public is coming 

islature of 1919 was in session. It was a period of to demand better maintenance. We have within the 

inflation; prices were still high, everybody prosperous State certain areas whose highways are highly develop- 

and anxious to continue the work on a large scale. ed but these are connected by highways of inferior 

The registration of motor vehicles had increased con- types. No one questions the necessity of connecting 

siderably, and after considering all phases of the prob- these districts, and all of these improvements, which 

lem the legislature left the act of 1917 unchanged in are so desirable must be paid for if we are to have 

so far as the disposition of federal aid funds was con- them. The only problem is, how can this best be 

cerned and provided the increased state funds neces- done; in what manner can this money be raised most 

sary through a tax levy of $1,700,000 annually for equitably, and how can it be collected with the least 

three years, collected in 1920, 1921, and 1922. disturbance ? 

Following this there came the period of depression In so far as some of our counties are concerned, the 

of 1921 and 1922, While it did not affect the state problem has been solved through a county bond is- 

seriously, the provision of the state law requiring the sue. In these cases the counties have laid out a sys- 

counties to provide one-third of the cost of federal aid tem of improved highways, specifying the exact high- 

construction was a very severe burden of some of the ways to be improved and the type of improvement on 

northern counties. The levies necessary under the or- each portion. The costs of this work have been es- 

iginal federal aid appropriations would not have been timated and the question of issuing the bonds neces- 

serious, but the multiplication, practically by four, im- sary to pay for these improvements submitted to the 

posed a severe burden. The state Highway Commission yoters of the county. Such issues have been approved 

foresaw this situation and made recommendations to ag follows: 

the legislature of 1921, among which was a provision 

relieving the counties from the necessity of providing Brown ~------------------------$2,500,000 

any part of the funds for federal aid construction. Dodge -------------------~-----~ 5,400,000 

Another recommendation was a further increase in Douglas | --------------=--------~ 14500,000 

motor vehicle license fees such as would have made com- Fond du Lac-------------------- 4,500,000 

plete provision for financing all of the state’s highway Green ~-------------------------= 300,000 

Pere : . . ws Green Lake ~-------------------- 900,000 
activities from this source, including provision for 

matching expected federal aid. But this legislation Jefferson -==--~.----------n--~22= 2,909,090 

failed and the State remained on the same basis as in Ozaukee ~------------~-=---==-~~ 1,500,000 

1910. Rock eneeecsSetEee Ty GO0000 

Only one of the reasons for the failure cf this legis- Racine ------------------ ------~ 2,650,000 

lation need be mentioned. The legislature of 1919 had Walworth ---------------------=- 300,000 

made provision to meet all the federal aid then ap- Waukesha a ono na n---- 2-22 == === 3,800,000 

propriated and any argument for a state appropriation Washington --------------------- 2,000,000 

to match further anticipated federal appropriations was Wood  -------------------=----== 1,500,000 

met by the reply that such appropriation might never This is a total of fourteen counties with aggregate 

“be made. ‘Shortly after his inauguration President bond issues of $30,350,000. Construction with these 

Harding in one of his messages was rather pessimistic funds is nearing completion. Milwaukee county, which 

on the subject of federal aid. He called attention to has roughly one-fifth the assessed valuation of the state 

a vast amount of federal aid construction which was not in 1/25oth of its area has been able to pave practically 

receiving proper maintenance, and was, to say the least, all of its main roads without the necessity of a bond 

not enthusiastic about further appropriations. But the issue. 

federal aid idea had apparently come to stay and All these counties are wealthy and they have been 

Congress, in the acts of November 9, 1921 and June 19, able to provide the funds necessary for the improve- 

1922, made available $265,000,000 to be distributed on ment of all of their main roads through bond issues. 

the same terms, as the previous appropriations. There And there are a few others in that class which have not 

is a slight variation in the percentages allotted to the yet bonded, and some of these are considering the ad- 

various states from year to year, but on the basis of  visability of securing the immediate improvement of 

the previous allotments Wisconsin’s share of this sum their roads in this way. But many of the remain- 

is approximately $6,700,000. | ing counties, whose needs in the way of highways are 

The state trunk highway idea is immensely popular great and whose deficiencies if their road needs are 

in Wisconsin, and its fame has extended beyond her not properly taken care of will be a damage to the 

borders. Every village and city in the state is jealous remainder of the state, have not sufficient wealth to 

of its position on the State Trunk Highway System. provide for the improvement of their highways to a 

Every district and every community in the state de- degree commensurate with their necessities. The only 

sires to be served, and there are some communities in method which seems in any way feasible is for the 

the state that consider additional state trunk highways State to concentrate as much federal aid work as pos-
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sible within these counties so as to complete those roads raised for highway improvements in the year 1922, which are most important from the state standpoint. will show. 
-\nd as a matter of justice to the counties which have It will be noted that this table does not include the have proceeded to construct similar roads at their own amounts raised for improvements within cities. Other expense these counties should be reimbursed by the figures compiled by the State Tax Commission indi- State until the state has paid them an amount equal cate that the total amount, with these city expenditures to the state aid contributed to like improvements in included, is in excess of $54,000,000. Of this sum the other counties. $3,907,100 provided by the motor vehicle is a very -\s already stated, this problem was considered by small proportion. It does not seem that any good the legislature of 1921, and the solution that was pro- reason can be advanced why it should not be greater. posed was rejected. It likewise confronts the legis- The plan proposed contemplates levies against motor lature of 1923, and it appears that some sort of a so- vehicles in proportion to the use of the road by the lution cannot be longer delayed. A serious effort has vehicle, the damage done, and the ability of the owner been made to work out a plan, which will be practicable to pay. The details of this plan are discussed in a and equitable, largely through the initiative of Mr. R. pamphlet published by the association. It proposes W. Davis, of Bangor, the chairman of the County a number of minor adjustments, but the major recom- Board’s Association of Wisconsin. A committee of mendation consists of three levies: The first, a gradu- that association, assisted by representatives of the ated license fee based on weight; the second, a valua- Good Roads Association of Wisconsin and the State tion tax; the third, a gasoline tax. 
Highway Commission, has made an extensive study The damage done by a motor vehicle depends very of the needs of the State in the way of highway largely on the impact it may produce, and this is in improvement, and the possible methods of meeting direct ratio to its weight and in a greater ratio to its these needs. The needs have been stated; a brief sum- speed. The speed, of course, is variable, but the mary of the proposed method of meeting them follows: weight is a constant which can readily be determined. 

The committee is unanimously of the opinion that The license fee proposed by the association is 50g per any increases in the way of appropriations for highway hundredweight for passenger cars, and $1.00 per hun- improvement must be met through increased levies of dred for vehicles using the highways as common car- one nature or another against the motor vehicle. The Tiers. No one can question the justice of a higher justice of this appears axiomatic. The demand for large tax against this latter class. They use the highways improvements in our highways came largely as a result distinctly for commercial purposes and compete with of the motor vehicle, and their construction is under- the railroads, who are obliged to furnish and maintain taken to meet that demand. While the total amounts their own roadbed as well as the rolling stock. raised through the proceeds of motor vehicle license The owner’s ability to pay is very closely in relation fees are large in the aggregate, they are only a small to the value of the car he drives, and the application percentage of the total expenditures for highway im- of this principle is nothing new. But it is thought provements within the state, as the table herewith, that the motor vehicle, which is a statewide agency, which represents the best estimates available of amounts should be taxed by the State so as to insure a uniform See rate all over the state. Under the present system Unit of Government | SBE oF | sm sso] Et taxes on cars of the same value, which often times tra- ani Rurbote Funds Goven’t verse the same territory to a very large extent, will be geet indie | construe. | : | _ | ~ | on widely different bases. Furthermore, under our Hon —--o-so-co-a--.--| Federal ‘Taxes ...—.....181,697,000]81,697,000] $1,697,000 present system many cars escape taxation altogether. Sea Binds. coal scons | The bulk of purchases occur after May rst, the date Peden mid Saad Zag, Diteet state tax: --...--| 1,700,000 when taxes are assessed. Many escape the notice of 
State sia yond canta Motor vehicle fees -...-| 711,200) 2,411,200 the assessor; and in some cases, where the owner is 

Special iasgebeligos 2 General Fund -----------| 705000 = something of a transient, the assessor purposely avoids State highway mainten | levying the tax. To do so would subject the local ance ~-_~..-__..____._ Motor vehicle fees ______ 2,051,100] 2,051,100 ie . “4: : 
State highway commission Motor vehicle fees ------| ”'168,000| 168,000] 5,515,300 unit of government to the liability of paying the per- i sonal property tax assessed against the automobile to the struction <0...) Direet county tax ..--.-| 1,695,200 county, even though the tax should actually be uncol- State aid roads... 22. _ Direet county tax... 3,214,700) 

1: : . Stans id pouls -——---—2 Bond jesues --n---22----f49,211,700 na lectable. To require the owner to pay this tax at the _fnee Direct county tax -..--{ 371,900 time of securing the license fee would insure that none Co. highway maintenance Direet county tax ______! 1,374,100 Ge. daaheey maintenance Motor vehicle fees | 976,800 2,722,600] escape. : 
bridges ..-....--.... Direct county tax .-...-| 1,035,800 The tax upon gasoline represents nearer than any Mastuneryy | Supervision; Direee county tax ~_| vartoo 2,507,200/ 19,351.60 Other factor that can be utilized the benefits derived Town Fundss | | | from the actual use of highways. The consumption of Couney aad youd “pag DHCCE own tax aaa. On 000) | gasoline is a fair indication of the relative weight of Tea er wotataaice | Diteet town tax - | 74085,000, | motor vehicles and their loads and speed, and the mile- Tat alttonanee Re _f 23 age traveled. The use of gasline measures the actual SSS 5 EE aa 90,898,700 (Concluded on page 70)
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THE EASTERN INSPECTION TRIP 

N. E. Frenci 

Senior Electrical 

The first eastern inspection trip since before the war early Sunday morning and were awakened about seven- 

was made during the nine days from November 17 to thirty or eight, or some such unholy hour, by the cold- 

25. Thirty senior electrical and mechanical engineering blooded insistence of Professor Rood and “Benny” 

students elected to make the trip, which was under the Spieth—our chaperones. We tumbled out and rustled 

supervision of Professors Rood and Spieth. some breakfast, munching toast to the steady rhythmic 

Our pilgrimage to the in- drone of the Falls. 

4 it dustrial Mecca began on a The famous Gorge trip was scheduled for the morn- 

a e | Friday—but not the thirteenth ing, with a stop-over at Queenstown to see some Te- 

; ‘ —with all of us in good spir- markable features of “Hydro,” the newest development 

a its, and both good and bad of the Ontario Power Commission. The car travels 

wn — spirits in some. The class along the top of the bluffs on the Queenstown side and 

Lo . moron who names collars, the hydro-electric plant is at the river level. About two 

| a breakfast-foods, suburban real hundred feet separate the top of the power house from 

A Do estate additions and Pull- the top of the cliff and the way down is via narrow 

oe \ . mans had labeled an other- wooden steps built upon one of the penstocks. The de- 

ne || 3 — wise respectable sleeper, scent is very nearly perpendicular. Going down wasn’t 

: af |" a é “Bayberry.” According to so bad, though complicated a bit by the consideration 

ie m 7 ~ Mr. Webster—who, by the that a slip meant freedom from future worry over steep 

oe | © | way, is not connected in any and narrow steps. There were side rails to anchor to, 

a it ‘ ee a capacity with Stone and Web- and it is a safe bet that the gallant “two-by-fours” moaned 

% oo ‘ re ster—the Bayberry is a tree, in pain at the fervidly earnest grips of thirty budding 

‘te 4 Vee native to the West Indies, engineers—and two instructors. Going down was not 

sae oa mt ‘ from the fruit of which a ‘S° bad, but then, the going up was not so good. In the 

oe ee) . 46 green and fragrant wax is argot of the day, it was a “mean climb,” and we all 

wok \ Pe S| obtained. Our Bayberry was Were taught to glance with respect and appreciation at 

caecl ae! Pn green, but even a_ sheep the Otis Elevator advertisements. The visit was worth 

— herder would not have called the fatigue incurred, for in many respects “Hydro” was 

A 200-Foot STAIRWAY jt fragrant. The label was one of the most interesting of the many interesting 

at Hypro.” Going  jipel, Q. E. D. places we were privileged to see. 

down was not so bad, On the first stage of the Returning to a well earned lunch we learned that the 

but then, going up was journey, Bayberry was a afternoon’s entertainment would be provided at Power 

not so good. It was a part of the special train to House No. 3, of the Niagara Power Company. The an- 

mean climb. the Wisconsin-Michigan game nouncement was greeted with a marked lack of en- 

at Ann Arbor and, if “coming events cast their shadows thusiasm until we learned that the place was thoroughly 

before,” the shadow of the Wisconsin defeat must have ¢dtipped to handle the vertical transportation of its 

been dangerously anaemic, for the gaiety of the crowd Visitors. Even then the cheering was feeble. 

was in no way dimmed. The only distinction between Sunday and Monday 

We went on into Detroit in the morning and visited were that we turned out earlier and trekked to different 

the Ford factory where the full meaning of the phrase — oo 

“mass production” was made graphically clear. If there yO . a. a en ae 

is one thing that impresses the casual visitor to the Ford ¥ Ae ao iS ie A ae one 

plant it is the wonderfully complete system of convey- 5 4 Aa Mi A , 

ors. Every component part of the product from motor - 

block to the finished car travels by conveyor—and keeps i ra I 

moving. = rs Q@ re WW 

We returned to Ann Arbor in the early afternoon, i v Ri 

and after the game was finished, roamed about the cam- i) ms 

pus and the town until it was time to climb aboard Bay- as bd sian : 

berry. 
: 

Although the little excursion to the “flivver foundry” i 

inaugurated the wild revel of sight-seeing, we felt as = 

though the real orgy began with the two days’ stay at A Few or rae THIRTY WHO MADE THE Trip.--The 

Niagara. Sunday and Monday were horrible night- party traveled in a special car labeled and libeled 

mares of feverish activity. We arrived at the Falls “Bayberry.”
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points of interest. Hydro-electric plants on the Can- a corner on all the beauty in town. The gentleman 
adian side claimed our interest in the morning, although of Follies fame has overlooked a bet; if Ziegfield ever 
some of the crew thought they might be intrigued by earns of this brigade of bewilderingly beautiful bis- 
certain frothy beverages ‘until a disillusioning pint of cuit packers the labor turnover of the Shredded Wheat 
Canadian beer brought home the fact that Ontario (the people in the ten minutes succeeding his first glimpse 
province, not the lake), is probably drier than the State will be in the neighborhood of ninety-nine and forty-four 
of New York. hundredths per cent. 

We covered a lot of ground in the afternoon. The We stayed as long as we dared. We stayed longer; 

5 a and grudgingly we came away. It is rumored that some 

x : ee i ee of the more ardent Romeos returned at five-thirty, 
‘ ( oe which is quitting time, you know, but the deadly beauty 

% a sore eS of these sirens had so befogged their brains that they 
i a ae me waited patiently at the main entrance while the delecta- 
YX 4 sels Bo pe bly dimpled darlings departed through an employees 

Tie J ekg ae | passage at the rear. 
ail eee An hour’s ride Monday evening took us to Buffalo 

; 5 where we spent the rest of the evening in looking the 
‘ * town over. Tuesday. morning we got an early start— 

Fae ‘ we were always getting early starts, but darned late 
¥ finishes—for the Pierce-Arrow factory. Here we saw 

Sprincpare PLANt or tHE West PENN the exact antithesis of the Ford system of mass pro- 
Power Co. One of the new “mine duction. The two manufacturing methods are diam- 
mouth” power plants. etrically opposed, yet both are successful. _The Pierce- 

. Arrow cars are built, not assembled, and infinite pains Carborundum Company of America was our first i are taken to. see that every operation, no matter how 
jective, and on leaving the place we were accompanie . ae 5 F : oe 
ss half a ton or so of the glittering carborundum crys- on - eric cared “ pice wees is — 

tals in Se ae the ea 4fa Powe but the daily output of cars is surprisingly low. It re- Power Houses One and Two o iagara Power : : : ‘ 
Company were next in order. These two were among qpetnen: Eiete: a mueyy "a build ay SRE — ame Dells 
the very earliest developments, and hold considerable When we were ready to leave the Pierce-Arrow 
historical interest. The equipment is almost antique works, a fleet of ‘the company’s closed cars was ready 
and offers striking contrast to the modern machines of © 8!Ve us transportation to our next stop, the steam 
the Queenstown plant. Perhaps the most curious fea- POW& plant of the Buffalo General Electric Company, 
ture is found in the arrangement of the turbines and located a short distance outside the etly This. central 
generators. The latter are placed at ground level while station; the first steam-powered generating system we 
the turbines operate at the bottom of great pits or wells visited, was of Particular interest ion that very oc 
cut into the solid rock. A hundred and seventy foot count, and we climbed miles of steel stairs and walked 
hollow steel shaft connects each pair of machines. The oo miles of steel gratings in an attempt to miss noth- 
water comes in at approximately ground level, drops a "8 of importance. . . 
hundred and seventy-odd feet to the turbines and is car- We returned to Buffalo to a late and hurried lunch, 
ried away in tunnels under the city to a point of dis- for a - ae to The tal to ‘he pethlehem 
charge below the Falls. steel mills at Lackawanna. L e alance o e after- 

The last concern to which we paid our respects while 00n was employed in watching the various processes in Niagara Falls was the spic-and-span establishment f the steel mills. These were probably the most spec- 
of the Shredded Wheat Company. While there is noth-  tacularly interesting sights of the trip. 
ing much of a purely engineering interest to be seen The bright lights of Buffalo claimed us Tuesday 
here, it is one of the show places of the Falls and evening until midnight, when we limped wearily to the 
should not be missed. In one respect, at least, it ig station. An “upper” in “Bayberry” was a heavenly 
worth going miles to see. refuge, but our twenty-five-cycle-snores were cut short 
We all remarked, with deep concern, the total absence at six o’clock the next morning by the stern voice of 

of pretty girls in the “Power City”; in our wanderings duty—with Spieth magnificent in the role of Duty. 
about the town—and they were many—not a girl did We arrived at Cheswick, a suburb of Pittsburgh, in we see whom anyone but the most loving of mothers a semi-comatose condition induced by impending starv- would consider even good-looking. When we had fin- ation, but representatives from the Colfax plant, who ished with the little luncheon, which the company po- were there to meet us, guided us to a little restaurant litely tenders its visitors, and were shown the room where a substantial ham-and-eggs breakfast received where many girls pack the biscuit into the cartons, we earnest attention. The Colfax people are certainly hos- discovered the reason for the apparent dearth of fem-  pitable and if all their visitors are as royally treated as inine pulchritude. The Shredded Wheat Company had (Continued on page 74)
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. THE ENGINEER AS A SALESMAN* 

By Witi1am T. Ennor 

Senior Chemical 

Among the phases of industry to which engineers of the chemical industries use technical men as sales- 

have been attracted of late years is the field of the men. 

saleman. The opportunities in this field are many, In an article in Engineering News, S. T. Henry, who 

and the demand for salesmen who can produce results has had wide experience in the sale of machinery in 

always exceeds the number of men available. This is foreign fields, places engineering training in first place 

even more true now that economic conditions are get- as a requisite for a salesman in foreign countries. In 

ting back to where they were before the war than it his opinion, the salesman must be able to show that the 

was in the abnormal war times. Real competition is machinery will increase the plant efficiency, and to give 

again to be met in every industry, and all efforts must advice as to proper installation and use. He would 

be bent to the task of marketing the output whatever it rather employ a man with technical training and no 

may be. Under these conditions it is evident that if knowledge of his customers’ language, than an accom- 

the engineer has any qualifications that will give him _ plished linguist who had no engineering qualifications. 

an advantage in selling any article, ‘corporations will Where he finds the greatest difficulty is in securing 

not be slow in detecting this advantage and securing it men with technical knowledge and at the same time a 

for their product. commercial sense; that is, an ability to judge com- 

Technical Training Applied to Selling mercial situations. 

/ The engineer “i oe the ince sl a Training vs. Natural Ability. 

ca al nan, ing wi ' : . 

Se to riva ne general salesman seming This brings us to another phase of the subject: 

beautiful impartiality any article from silk hose to sys : a 

ca 3 ‘© What other qualities besides technical knowledge must 

mousetraps. The training of the engineer makes his . . 
. ~ . an engineer have in order to succeed as a_ saleman? 

field much more highly specialized. If he is to cap- : . : oa : 

ae . : : at 5 Granted the importance of engineering training in 

italize his engineering training as a salesman, it must - ; s : 

4 7 : ‘ many sales fields, will this alone carry the engineer to 

be in handling some article with the manufacture and > - : 

3 . ao 5 : success? The answer seems to be decidedly in the ne- 

use of which he is familiar thru his technical knowl- ‘ as 
. . : gative, for it has been found that a large percentage 

edge, usually an article the use or construction of which ‘ a . : 

: : : : of men with unquestionably high technical knowledge 

js confusing and little understood by the ordinary man. p44) i . - : 

. : 4 : : ail miserably as salesmen. So it must be admitted 

This field is much larger than might be imagined at : ‘ : 

. ‘ 3 that an engineer has no certain key to success 1n the 

first thought, for it embraces such great industries as ‘ vase 
i selling game. He must have the same abilities and 

the manufacture and sale of metal and wood working os . 

achi d all fact aipment, practically all knowledge of sales principles that are required of any 

ve fo ane i actory ed : ae , Z nattomabile salesman—in fact he must have more than the aver- 

clectrica equipment, mining mac Ya kOe age abilities, for positions as outlined in the preceding 

industry, structural material, and chemical apparatus. ;, . : 

- : paragraphs require men of much higher caliber than 

The engineer, when acting as a saleman in any of oe : 

a : case the ordinary general salesman. The engineer-as a 

these or similar industries, is more than a mere order . . . 

. . salesman must see things from the business standpoint 

taker for his company. He becomes the technical ex- yy he th ft and 1 on hi 

for his customers, advising the type of equipment e must see the the profit and loss columns in Bis cus- 

pert | s e y and acting as a tomers books when he analyzes his needs. He may 

‘ to a am its Sole use _ whe | ‘ a enced in have to convince his customer that the article that he 

Cw ting i del " ae of ais: is has been is selling will pay sufficient extra dividends to merit 

oe a _ - - ae ae ae ‘ion and #664 its installation, so a knowledge of at least the funda- 

ouny to pay big dividends in the satistactioh ane & mental principles of economics and accounting and the 

will of the customer, for the salesman with technical — . 

a d s ‘ll oft his customers ability to apply them are required. 
v Ss S . : : . * 

traming an fener bee 2 othe we uN torent A great deal of interesting and instructive, but, it 

large Be nai fe y are i ae a: a he must be admitted, somewhat contradictory material has 

| TO; MES hi v wi be et echy oR a aie coun - been written on this subject of the requirements of @ 

Knows. a Mee tf an sallation o a tit i te good salesman. Many believe that a first class sales- 

an eet 2 EBS oa instal othe oe dine 4 mands man is born only at infrequent intervals and that train- 

convince that it will not mee €; Particulay ‘Gene ing has little to do with the matter. Others think that 

of his ee one h led one = knowledge of the theories of salesmanship combined 

This line 0 en ae ee haa ee el ae! S " with only ordinary abilities will produce better results 

panies, edie, et te ane Soari sa ie a ee than will high natural abilities without training. It 

carry out = orders. 7 ame Zé Ses ee, is is probable that natural sales sense, personality, train- 

sade Wr 88s, BOE oe de © i ae er a \ ing, and experience combine to make the successful 

its belt service. Most electrical supply houses and many salesman in any field; and therefore, that the abiities 

*Prepared for the Alpha of Wisconssin chapter of Tau Concluded on 

Beta Pi, Nov. 27, 1922. (Concluded on page 74)
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| - EDITORIALS ~ | 
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A NEW By the time this magazine reaches appeal to the diversified interest represented in the SEMESTER AND you the first semester will be al- club and are not allowed to become overly technical. A FRESH START . : most ended. It has been a fairly They satisfy. 
successful semester, though there is nothing outstanding Membership in the club is open to students, and the about it. Most of us will be glad when it is over, for the expense in connection therewith is nominal. There end of asemester means to most of us mountains of work are no initiation fees and the dues are moderate,— and hours of frantic searching thorough texts in pursuit three dollars a year. Supper usually costs seventy-five of knowledge that should have been acquired previ- cents. A few wide awake students are already mem- ously. It is only a minority who always have their bers; more should take advantage of the opportunity. work in order and up to date, and who do not look Speak to some friend on the faculty about this. The upon an examination as a lion and upon themselves chances are that he is a member and will be glad to as a Daniel. handle your application. doo \ Usually all are glad when the semester ends, for it yes 
means the end of the first lap and the beginning of the Vs 
second, with a short breathing spell in between. There THE COACH 
is something about a fresh start which puts new life RESIGNS The recent resignation of the foot- and ambition into one. ball coach, John Richards, was a complete surprise to The new semester should not be. looked upon as most of the college world. There had been rumors— a long resting period during its first part and another promptly denied—during past years that all was not mad rush during its final part; it should be looked upon harmonious in the athletic department, and it is quite as a new opportunity to correct the mistakes of the understandable that the coach and his temperment may previous semester, not only as regards one’s personal have been an uncomfortable combination for his super- affairs, but also as regards the University. iors in the department to get along with. The pro- We have said that the past semester was rather a verbial “hog on ice” had nothing on “Big John” for mediocre one for the University. The Engineering independence of spirit. There may or may not have College was unusually quiet and did not demonstrate been something in the talk. Also, there were some any outstanding greatness of spirit. But it can in the faculty members who didn’t approve fully of his new semester if everyone will hold the thought. methods’ of discipline. Such disapproval, of course, May each engineer resolve for his own benefit, for was to be expected. Most people will grant that a the benefit of the College, and for the benefit of the coach’s problem differs from that of the average faculty University, to help give the College the best and most member and may demand sterner measures. It is also worthy four months it has ever had. The ways and recognized. that few people approve of other people’s means will present themselves if we stand ready to methods of discipline, Mayby some prof hurt John’s seize the opportunities as they come. ge feelings by criticizing him. And then again maybe 

John just wanted to practice law. Quien sabe? 
Many kind words have been written about the coach Jn the large view the world has made distinct eco- since his resignation. His work as a coach has been nomic progress during the past year, and the conditions praised in spite of the lack’ of championships during are very favorable to continued progress during 1923— his regime. The praise is deserved for we always Herbert Hoover. had pride in the teams he produced for us. They lost i __- some games that we thought they should have won, AN OPPORTUNITY but they also won some games that we thought they WORTH SEIZING The students of this college have were going to lose. All in all, they were fine, clean, an unusual opportunity for contact with professional fighting teams, thoroughly respected by their opponents. engineers and architects. Madison boasts a large and All the praise that has been uttered for his coaching vigorous club composed of the engineers and the archi- has been deserved, but we do not wish to dwell upon tects of the city and known as the Technical Club of that. We would add another strain to the anthem,— Madison. On the first Monday of each month the a strain based upon the coach’s affection for and loyalty two hundred and fifty members of the club and their to his alma mater. John Richards stands high among guests meet at six o’clock for supper and entertainment. those sons of Wisconsin who, appreciating deeply the The meeting ends at 7:30 p. m. The atmosphere of great gifts they have received from the University of the meetings is delightful. The members are easy-man- Wisconsin, have given freely in return of their time nered and friendly. The programs are arranged to and worldly goods. It was not needful to him to come
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to Madison each fall and subject ‘himself to the worries tween himself and Professors Kinne, Price, and Larson 

of coaching and the criticism that was bound to go of the College of Engineering in designing the Wis- 

with the job unless he won a championship. Why did consin General Hospital now under construction at 

he do it? When the Memorial drive was on and full- ‘ Mendota» 

time professors swelled out their chests as they made “When architects and engineers co-operate in the de- 

out a hundred dollar subscription, Coach Richards, a sign of a building,” said Mr. Peabody, “the architect 

part time man, gave a thousand dollars,—and the fact is usually privileged to plan the lines for the structure, 

wasn’t broadcasted either. Why did he do it? He did and the engineers must provide adequate strength and 

these things, which are typical of his attitude toward other engineering features within the limits of these 

the university, because of an unselfish desire to serve lines. On the other hand the architect can frequently 

the alma mater he loved. The University of Wisconsin incorporate as an architectural feature some projection 

will be great so long as she has sons and daughters or portion of a building which is an engineering neces- 

who will serve her as whole-heartedly and generously sity—B. F. Ahrens, ¢ ’23. 

as John Richards has done. He is an inspiration to —— eS 

us all. Kus 6f KIRCHOFFER DEVELOPS NEW METHOD OF SEWAGE 
— ST : TREATMENT FOR SMALL INLAND TOWNS 

EXAM WEEK Should examinations be abolished ? A new scheme for disposing of the sewage of small 

Every one admits their disagreeable features. They communities remote from bodies of water was described 

have a disturbing effect upon the equanimity of the by William G. Kirchoffer, a graduate of Wisconsin, 

student, causing mental distress, loss of sleep, and inter- class of ’97 and a practising sanitary engineer of the 

ference wtih social activities; and they worry the prof city of Madison, in a talk to a group of engineer- 

who must try to find ten questions that his class can ing students in the class in sewage disposal on Novem- 

answer and then grade the papers, which is a task ber 28. . 

that he hates. Yet we go on semester after semester, The modern tendency in sewage disposal, Mr. Kirch- 

in our conservative way, requiring examinations and offer explained, is the utilization of aerobic bacterial 

deliberately making people unhappy twice each year. action; that is, the reduction of wastes to stable forms 

by means of bacteria able to exist in the presence of 

The only fellow with a smile at this time is the at at This method is inapplicable, however, to 

virtuous individual who has done his work from day inl plants because os the expense. Mr. Rizchalfer’s 
: . oe . ; ° scheme is a modification of the aerobic process which is 

to day in a conscientious, intelligent, and perfectly inhu- |. : : 
man’ way, Baus with hint x and cheap and will, he believes, prove success- 

— The scheme employs the ordinary Imhoff tank, a two- 

Now is the time for good resolutions. Before the chambered affair with one chamber above the other. 

new semester starts, let us arise, hold up our right The raw sewage passes slowly through the upper 

hands, and solemnly resolve to emulate the fellow chamber and the solids settle and pass through the hop- 

with the smile and do our work day by day, and then  per-shaped bottom of the chamber into the lower or 

in every way we'll grow better and better. digestion chamber.” The effluent from the upper 

el 8 chamber is discharged into a dry run and the natural 

A BIG WISCONSIN A bie and siterestin ee ot agents care for it ina satisfactory manner. The solids, 

ENGINEERING Dig’ gs P . instead of being kept in the digestion chamber for six 

PROJECT engineeHing: work is being carried months (the usual practice where Imhoff tanks are 

. steadily forward at Milwaukee. used) giving off disagreeable odors while the anaerobic 

The city has undertaken to construct port facilities ON a acteria reduce it to mineral forms, is kept constantly 

large scale and the work is well started. It will be 5. motion by pumping air into it, At fifteen minute 

watched with interest by engineers and other men of intervals the sludge is pumped out of the lower cham- 

affairs in all parts of the country. The WISCONSIN ber and dumped into the stream of raw sewage at a 

ENGINEER hopes to be able to present its readers point fifty feet above the tank entrance. Aerobic con- 

with 2 description of the Milwaukee Harbor Project gitions prevail at all times and no opportunity is giv- 

in an early issue. i en for the disagreeable septic action. 

+f The reduction of the sludge to the stable mineral 

STATE ARCHITECT AND UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS form goes on rapidly and’ completely, and the mineral- 

CO-OPERATE IN DESIGN OF NEW GEN- ized sludge is pumped out of the tank to a point of dis- 

ERAL HOSPITAL posal as soon as it has made a sufficient number of 

Working like dogs in the frozen regions of the cycles through the system to render it harmless. 

North, pulling together to reach their goal, was the Two plants of this type are now in operation. Their 

simile used by Mr. Peabody state architect, speaking successful operation will open the way to a satisfactory 

before the student chapter of A. S. C. E. on the ev- solution of the sewerage problem in the small town. 

ening of December 6, to describe the co-operation be- E. C. Meyers, ¢ ’23
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A PROPOSED RECLASSIFICATION OF ENGINEERING COURSES* 
By Arnotp S. Rursvorp 

Senior Electrical. 

Most of the suggestions for the improvement of the for particular jobs. The nature of the demand for present engineering courses contain the idea of length- engineering graduates seems to be based on the pro- ening them to a period of five or six years. With posed classification rather than upon the existing one. the existing division of engineering courses into civil, Secondly, the proposed reclassification would make mechanical, electrical, chemical, and mining, the addi- possible a technical training which would be more con- tion of one or two years to the curriculum is perhaps centrated along the particular lines of engineering work. the only solution. However, Professor Bennett of the Greater specialization would be possible, and if the plan University of Wisconsin has proposed an entirely new were properly worked out, the student would receive a scheme. He suggests that a reclassification of the en- broader education at the same time. gineering courses might prove to be a decided step in In the third place, the student would be better able the improvement of engineering education. Professor to choose a particular engineering course. A _prospec- Bennett’s plan consists in changing the classification _ tive student, studying an engineering school bulletin, from the civil, electrical, mechanical, chemical, and usually finds it difficult to decide whether to take the mining courses to the following : electrical course, the mechanical course, or one of the Course in Engineering Research. other courses The bulletin tells him nothing of the Course in Engineering Design. nature of the work to which a ‘particular course may Course in Operating Engineering. lead him. But if the courses were reclassified as pro- Course in Maintenance Engineering, posed, the student would know that a course in construc- Course in Construction Engineering, tion engineering would lead to the more rugged out- Course in Sales Engineering. door work, and that the research course would lead to Professor Bennett has given out no details in con- laboratory work and experimental work. And not nection with this new scheme of classification. How- only would the student be in a better position to choose ever, there is no reason why the details of the plan a particular course, but it would be possible for the could not be worked out. satisfactorily, although the instructors to advise him intelligently which line of problem would be far from a simple one. It might work he should follow. 
be well at this point to suggest how the new courses The adoption of such a plan of reclassification would might be arranged. mean a sweeping change in our engineering schools. It would be well if the first year’s work consisted of The fact that the present engineering courses are so the study of cultural subjects, such as history, language, well and widely established would make a plan of this and art. During this first year, the instructors could kind seem out of the question. However, the scheme study carefully the aptitudes of the individual students, deserves the consideration of engineering educators, and and by the application of certain tests, be able to pre- its merit would be proven only after its adoption in one dict for each student in which type of work he would of the existing technical schools. 
be most apt to meet success. Of course a certain per- pe eet 
centage of the students would require no assistance in WASTE IN THE COAL INDUSTRY choosing a particular course to follow, but for the un- There are 8,000 bituminous mines with an aaintial ica . decided ones suggestions from the instructors would be pacity of 850,000,000 tons, 300,000,000 capacity beyond 
of considerable value. our national needs. The over-capacity in the industry re- The separation of the students into the various cours- sults not in the permanent closing of some mines but es would come in the second year. In each of the in the operation of all of them more or less intermit- courses there would be options, such as the mechanical tently. Thus the working personnel is held attached to option, the electrical option, and so on. All subjects each mine in daily hopes of employment. In the best from which the student would receive no direct benefit year of their history the bituminous mines operated an in his particular pursuit would be omitted from the average of only 249 days in the year, out of a possible course. This would allow room for greater special- 308, whereas in most years the average is about 210, as ization, but a too highly specialized course should be against about 295 days in England and over 300 in Ger- guarded against. Throughout the entire curriculum, many. If we subtract the mines which are operating the study of such subjects as English, economics, gov- regularly for certain metallurgical and railway sup- ernment, and law should be included in order to broad- plies, we find that the situation is even worse, for the en the vision of the student. remainder of the bituminous mines are probably operat- Such a reclassification of the engineering courses ing an average of less than 180 days or over 120 days would have its advantages. In the first place, employ- lost time out of the year. ers would be better able to choose engineering graduates There are 2,500 too many bituminous mines and 
*Part of a Paper prepared for Tau Beta Pi. 200,000 too many people in the business.
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H. K.von Kaas 

. CIVILS O. F. Wasmansdorff, c ’00, is treasurer of the Lakeside 

J. E. Kaulfuss, ¢ ’08, has recently assumed the office of Malleable Casting Company, at Racine, Wis. 
secretary of the North Dakota State Good Roads Associa- CHEMICALS 

tion. He has been extensively engaged in highway work Stacey L. Brown, ex-ch 718, who was gassed during the war 
. cos _ since his graduation and has been fighting for health ever since, writes, “I am 

tss—~—‘OOOCC from this Univer- maintaining my status quo, for which I am thankful, and hope 
~~ :~S— ity, and was also I can report something better next year.” Undoubtedly 

og . associate professor Brown will be glad to hear directly from any of his class- 
| YF | of civil engineering mates who are not too busy to write. His address is Cottage 
7 _-—ss at the University of Sanatorium, Silver City, New Mexico. 

TC — .  ___ Maine. Previous to Edward H. Carus, ch, ’12, has a daughter, Mary Louise, 
_ el — his appointment to born July 28, 1922. Carus is a chemist at La Salle, Il. 

: | I ._ | his present position Clarence E. Cooper, ch. ’17, announces the birth ‘of a 

. . —- he was assistant to 5° Robert Huntington, on August 17, 1922. Cooper's ad- 
| S . the chief engineer dress is 612 Lafayette Ave., Palmerton, Pa. He is with 

oy ee he New Jersey Zine Co 
— . -_ of the North Dakota the: New. Jersey: 21 ee oii 3 
_ “J ee 4 : . E. E. Miller, ch. ’17, is director of the Pneumatic Truck 

: > _ Railroad Commis- pire Division, Federal Rubber Company, at Cudahy, Wis. 
ri — ~~ Sion. A. G. Canar, ch, 16, formerly of Denver, Colo., has moved 
a a | M. Barnes, ¢ to 3900 Broadway, Chicago, Ill. 

. _. 722, who is. with Perry Foote, ch ’21, is with the American Appraisal Com- 
| Engstrom & Knapp, pany, Stroh Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis. 

: engineering contrac- R. A. Baxter, ch. 20, is connected with the Colorado School 
__ tors at Wheeling, of Mines, as a fellow in Chemistry. 

7 | __ visited the college R. I. Drake, ch ’20, is with the Western Electric Com- 
— memes on January 5. C. pany, at Chicago, Ill. 

J. E. Kautruss F. Sloan, who was R. W. Cretney, ch ’21, is with the Southern Illinois Gas 
_ ° instructor in struc- Company, in connection with the erection of the new water 

tural engineering last year, is with the same firm. Ernie gas plant at Du Quoin, Ill. Address: P. O. Box 60, Du 

had a large number of photographs of work that he had Quoin, Ill. 
been connected with and in which he seemed to have great Paul Schmidt, ch, °18, is director of the Tire Construc- 

interest. We induced him to part with a couple which we tion Division of the Federal Rubber Company, at Cudahy, 
present herewith. Wis. 

Ray E. Behrens, ¢ 719, who was formerly with the Wis- ELECTRICALS 

consin Highway Commission, has been appointed County W. W. Truran, e ’17, is assistant engineer of the New 
Highway Engineer of Waukesha County for the year 1923. York Telephone Company, engaged in special studies of 

Addresss: 400 E. College Ave., Waukesha, Wis. . transmission lines. Address: Care of the New York Tele- 
J. R. Vernon, c 718, has resigned his position as assistant phone Company, 104 Broad St., New York, N. Y. 

division engineer for the Wisconsin Highway Commission , , ao 
at Lancaster, and has entered the employ of the Johnson =F = ras z 

Service Company, manufacturers of temperature control ei Be ; Te Ss 
systems, and can be reached at their Chicago office, 177 i o e a TS q 
North Dearborn St. ; ~ i af ih ) _ 

A. E. Nance, c 715, is a sales engineer for the Johnson WD y Ca i at i) 
Service Co., at Pittsburgh, estimating and designing auto- genni f | & es SR Le i . 

matic temperature control installations, and handling con- P ba\ i y | yee Bi es NG 

tracts, awe wt. cr 
Melville Hall, c 15, is with the Engineering Division, el ie ere poe i Be i 

Bayway Refinery, Standard Oil Company, at Cranford, New gs Wo : me EE al ace) Bile! 
Jerse} wl. Pee me mS cea Ve —,. a ae ill BB... Best 

W. P. Bloecher, c ’14, is with Stone and Webster, Inc., oes ce 4 ee mie win 
engineers and contractors. : staat Baas : ae a Be a Ae 

J. F. Kunesh, c 714, is in hydraulic work. Address: Tra- ecg oe Bee ee 
vaux Publics, Port-au-Prince, Haiti. Be tis bashes | ada a 

Harold S. Ofstie, ex c ’14, and former end on the Var- S g ae = 
sity, is with the Department of Physical Education at the . - seca ieee es a 

Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College at A. & M. — = 
College, Miss. ~ Roe . . > rt os oy TTR CRITE 

John G. Hirsh, c ’08, CE ’11, is principal assistant en- Ga Es SLOAN anp E. M. Barnes ANP THE ConcREms 
gineer with the Benham Engineering Company, at Kansas Warenouse Wuicu THey Have Herrep To 

City, Mo. Construct AT WHEELING, W. Va.
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Donald Nethercut, e ’17, is with the Ohio Public Service pervisor of efficiency in the railway department of the 
Company, at Mansfield, Ohio. Wisconsin Public Service Company, Green Bay, Wis. 

W. C. Raube, e’ 15, is application engineer with the Cen- Lyle Clifford Harvey, ch ’21, was married to Doris Shum- 
tral Electric Company in the P. and M. engineering depart- way, of Aurora, Ill., on September 6, 1922. Address: 317 
ment, at Schenectady, N. Y. Park Street, Shawnee, Oklahoma. 

C. O. Bickelhaupt, e ’11, EE ’14, is tool traffic engineer Jerome Roger Butler, c ’22, was married to Eleanor Ann 
with the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, New Troost, of Minneapolis, on January 10. 
York City. Martin A. Powers, ch ’17, was married to Molly Dorothy 

W. F. Lent, e ’10, EE ’11, is manager of the Milwaukee Finnerty, of Kingston, N. Y., on September 20, 1922. Ad- 
Moulded Products Department of the Cutler-Hammer Com- dress: Palmerton, Penna. 
pany, at Milwaukee, Wis. Milton J. Shoemaker, ch ’21, was married to Anna Maude 

H. H. Force, e ’10, is plant engineer with the Continental Porter, of Evansville, Wis., on September 2, 1922. Ad- 
Motors Corporation, at Muskegon Heights, Mich. dress: Linnwood Heights, Penna. 

| Thomas Holt, e ’07, is signal engineer for the Chicago Fea a eee Ore eee Cr 
Union Station Company, at Chicago, Ill. FINANCING HIGHWAY WORK 

A. J. Goedjen, e 07, is with the Menominee and Marin- (Concluded from page 62) 
ette Light and Traction Company, at Menominee, Mich. . . S. B. Severson, e ’07, is general superintendent, Empire Use of the road more accurately than it can be done in 
Gas and Fuel Company, for Kansas, with headquarters at any other way. The justice of a tax.of this character 

Eldorado. o cannot be questioned. It possesses the further merit of 
L. A. Terven, e 02, EE 04, is with the West Pennsyl- giving travelers from neighboring states ‘an. opportunity 

vania Power Company, at Pittsburgh, Pa, to contribute to the construction and maintenance of the Louis W. Olson, e ’99, was recently made a director of . € On . Zz 
the American Foundrymen’s Association, and is at present system of highways whose enjoyment is one of the prin- 
factory manager of the Ohio Brass Company, at Mans- cipal reasons for their entering the state. The gaso- 
field, Ohio. line tax is no novelty. It is already in effect in sixteen 

MECHANICALS . states and is considered by many others. : A. M. Samp, m ’22, is with the Vilter Manufacturing The best estimates available as -to the revenues de- 
Company, of Milwaukee. Address: 227 18th St. Milwau- SE SSuimates available: as'sto venues de kee, Wis. rived from the motor vehicle taxes proposed indicate 
Thomas Norberg (Schulz), m ’22, is a draftsman for the that an annual revenue of about $10,000,000 will be re- 

Pelton Water Wheel Company, at San Francisco. Address: turned, the sum estimated to. be necessary to carry ‘on 
5743 Herman St., Oakland, Cal. : the necessary highway activities of the state during the Earl Hanson, m ’22, can be reached Care Chile Explora- ¢ th . Wheth thy legislat ill é fit 
tion Co., Chuquicamata, Chile, S. A., (via Antofagasta.) HEXE THECE Years. emer ‘the’ legisiature will’ se Gustav Slezak, m ’22, gives his new address as 2832 to adopt the recommendations of the committee, either 
Ridgeway Ave., Chicago, Ill. in whole or in part, cannot be foretold. Some other 

B. E. James, m ’21, is the author of “Restoring Worn plan may meet with more favor and be adopted; but 
Railway Motor Frames and Axle Bearing Caps, which aP- that this legislature will adopt some plan of financing peared in the October issue of the Electric journal. “Butts hich will ble ish: k db hict 
works in the motor engineering department of the West- WC . Wilt enable; highway WOE to go on ani by waich 
inghouse Electrical and Manufacturing Company. the highways of the state will continue to be improved 

J. P. Pederson, m 717, is a manufacturing engineer re- cannot be doubted. 
siding at 1838 Crawford Road, Cleveland, Ohio. a 

Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Bemis, (m ’15), announce the birth of It’s A GREAT LANGUAGE 
a son, Rodney, in June, 1922. 5 F : * E. R. Wiggins, m ’08, formerly Technical Editor of the A certain engineering Beau Brummel takes great pride 
Chilton Tractor Journal, is now with the Western Advertis- in his ability to play the Canadian pastime known as 
ing Agency, and will be engaged in work connected with a crosse. One day after a hard practice session at 
ares Ee oe Sal mers research covering every his favorite game, he took a turn on the ice. While 
phase of merchandising to farmers. : : 

P. B. Rogers, g ’05, is secretary and treasurer of the he was cutting figure eights he saw a damsel loop the 
Wetmore Mechanical Laboratory Company, at Milwaukee, loop and land sitting in a daze. So he did what any 
Wis. good man and true should do; he went to’ her assist- 

Bertram Adams, m ’02, can be reached at 1426 Lunt Ave., ance and raised her to her feet. He was so awkward 
Chicago, Ill. & * et 3 about it that he thought it necessary to murmur in R. E. Baus, m ’00, is with the Studebaker Corporation at : ie e : y 7 6 Detroit, Mich explanation, “I’m a little stiff from La crosse. Oh, 

, MARRIAGES are you?” said she brightly, “How nice! I’m from La 
James M. Gillet, ch. "15, who is with the Lamberson Ja- Crosse myself.” 

panning Company, at Chicago, Ill., was married to Miss — 
Alda C. Carpenter, at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, on November NEW METHOD OF PAVING BRIDGE FLOORS 
4, 1922. I #15 ‘ > that the probability of fire on the great Vic- Miss Lillian ‘Taylor to, Robert Usher, ¢ ’08, CE °17, on a oe No © er tee, ant he b & ad September 2, 1922, They reside at Winnetka, Ill. toria bridge, Montreal, Quebec, might be reduced to a Miss Frances Tucker, to David Blattner, e 19, on June minimum, it was decided in reconstructing the floor, to 
21, 1922. Blattner is with the American Appraisal Com- surface it with two inches of sheet asphalt. In addition 
pany, at Milwaukee. . to reducing the fire hazard, the maintenance cost, as Miss Mildred Rufsvold, to Presley Holmes, ch 20, on Au- compared with the old wooden floor, has been greatly 
gust 7, 1922. They reside at 4319 Bryant Ave., Minneapo- : . ‘ lis, Minn reduced. This novel method of treating a bridge floor 

Miss Goldie Davis, to Ernest Lunda, e 22. Lunda is su- is proving quite popular in Canada.
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: ° CAMPUS NOTES ° : 
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se 

Earv L, CALDWELL 

HAPPY NEW YEAR Mr. Wiepking, of the Mechanics Department, is 

Happy New Year to Everybody! And say, it was conducting an extensive test on the strength of five- 

rather good to get back, wasn’t it? Did you notice gallon jugs. It is high time somebody secured good 

how good and savory a bowl of stew or a hamburger data on these modern essentials. The number of 

tasted right after you got back? Ma’s pies and cakes cellar casualties increases each week, and jugs have 

are good for a splurge now and then, but for steady become high in price. When the allowable unit stress 

diet give us the staples aforementioned. is known and the yeast properly proportioned, there | 

That applies to our Madison girl also. As things will be no further terrible explosions down by the 

stand now, we can’t go home till next Christmas for furnace in the silent night. 

reason of the feminine excitement. A year from now — 

we can get off the train in safety and expect to live We were approaching the gym to hear Mish Elman 

a week. But our Madison girl is dumb and those recite. There was the usual crowd of last minute 

back home—well, they are dumb too, but, as Al Jol- eee! Ae, ane box office. ” 

son says, “They aren’t dumb enough.” Thus our Ys She Sad, ren’t WE lucky to have seats. 

is : And WE was right, too, because I called HER up 

vacation developed several warpings of the heart, 

ours and otherwise, and the burning deck would be after ses had turned a down, and T had two SEA- 

a cool spot just now. Yes, fellows, they’re dumb SON tickets in my pocket! 

here, or they are so wise they are dumb, a condition H . h | Nae A . 

giving a delightful sense of fake security. Snap into ow times change: Not only are the engineers 

it—the weather’s clear and the track’s fast. Play the rather apathetic in regard to the Law Shop across 

: You need spirit now, anyway. There isn’t a man 9 (7 

of you who isn’t just a little blue about back work — ee 

for instance. Remember this is a new year, and any- [7 - ee i eee 

thing may happen. If you don’t write that report [== Te 2. - 

tonight, a flivver may bump you off tomorrow, and es RES an - 

chances are against report paper in Heaven. Catch [-———~_ eB 7 so 

up and clean up. Many a poor devil has reclaimed eee Se pda ples 

himself on the final. Catch up and clean up.. Be eer eee a ee 

able to say without laughing, “Every day, in every ee ee FT fo A 

way, I am getting better and better,” but remember == Lew, N set eee psa = oS 

it’s an idle boast if you laugh. SS Saee SE EEO S 

Luck to everybody on the finals. Keep your rab- P24 SASS le Ss = 

bit’s foot handy, your fingers crossed, and above all, a ae eT Gv se Ss 

work like —. 
SSS — = J ~s 

HAPPY NEW YEAR!!! oe Z SS 
— ee ma _ SSS 

Professor Charles I. Corp, of the hydraulics de- OF oa S Sa 

partment, was elected president of the Technical =~ GaSe Bw 

Club of Madison at the meeting held on January 8. SES 2 g = 

C. M. Larson, chief engineer of the Wisconsin Rail- SS Se i = = 

road Commission, and a graduate from the civil en- SSS = SS 

gineering course of the class of ’05, is vice president ; SaaS SSeS WSS 

Leon A. Smith, superintendent of waterworks for . 

Madison and a graduate from the civil engineering Ou, Mr. Cour! Yew-noo! H-A-L-P! 

course of the class of ’12, continues as treasurer; the way, but now comes Mr. Woy who sends his 

Gordon F. Daggett, engineer with the Wisconsin class in engineering administration across the campus 

Highway Commission and graduate from the civil to study cases in the law library. If the law faculty 

engineering course of the class of 12, is a new di- reciprocates, we may have the Blackstones over in 

rector; Professor L. F. Van Hagan continues as di- our reading room delving into the laws of Newton 

rector. and Ohm. Just imagine a lawyer, with his cane
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hanging on the back 6f his chair, studying peacefully Says:she, “I wonder—I don’t know.” 
and contentedly next to an engineer with a slip stick Says I, “A shot 0’ coke would go good now.” 
protuding from his hip pocket! Came the dawn, then, and blushes. “Oh,” says 

—_—— she, “I thought he said ‘all Freshmen under the bal- Mr. FE. S. Cooper, instructor in drawing, announces cony!’” 
the arrival of a new son, Arthur Eugene, born Jan- a 
uary 2. A Point of Distinction 

an “Hello, hello; is Mr. Dudley in?” 
WHY PROFS GO MAD “No, he isn’t. He’s gone to church.” “The system is piped in small pipe which is too “Oh, pardon me; I mean the younger Dudley!” small to tap and put pressure gages on so that ac- ——— 

curate results may be obtained.” Breathe now. And there was a girl (of course, always), with 
Spelling like this: shining honey-colored hair and jerked eye brows. Ruff for rough, . Her rouge was shaded with all the delicacy of a Vice verses for vice versa, Kewpie’s cheek. I loved her the instant that she Collumns for column, spoke, for she said to me: “I wonder if girls take Murcury for Hg. English Survey? I’ve never seen a girl on the hill And spasms like this : . with surveying instruments!” Rock me to sleep, fxs 1 weir ee : . 4 mother; rock me to sleep! ects 1¢ object of this experiment is to de- ian 

termine: the coefficient of a hook gage. There is a current idea that the present generation cans Pitchers Only Need Apply is mighty gol-darned slick. We prate on theories ‘ The Second cube was improperly molded and was about matter with more conceit than a Broadway 
TOWn, OU a d what is worse, we really think we have “What a Tangled Web We Weave” faa’ dll ex most of the thinkin But listen to this A junior wrotes this in a report. He is on the selection about matter: 8 wrong side of the hill; he should be a lawyer, for he “An atomie is a mote flying in the sunne. 

writes much and says little. To-wit: . Anything so small that it cannot be made lesse.” soups Tet creme as any tension test we _That’s from a definition dated 1616, and it’s every Test 5. Compression test be Gazal to have bit as tangible as any other definition hereabouts! 
specimen axially loaded or a shear plane is set ae ‘ 3 Fon % up in the specimen and all of the load recorded Question m T. E. Quiz: Explain use of pins in is not compression. (Breathe.) breaking lize, . Answer: Pins are handy when men measuring —AND NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH! with chain in case a link in chain breaks. 

“God’s most beautiful and inscrutable and most in- Oh, is he dumb? Oh, is he dumb?” comprehensible creation was a woman. She is the . 7” Creator’s masterpiece. Man’s most inscrutable and most The old gentleman eho haitls trunks from _ alae incomprehensible creation was an automobile engine; it cet £6 the hotel at Devil’s Lake, says that the Great is man’s masterpiece. What we know about both is as Glacier, which left the moraines that impound the zero is to infinity. They both furnish the broadest field /@ke, was “before my time, but erandtather Saw at for speculation and the greatest subject for enthusiasm and told me all about it when I was a kid. and radiant praise, and both properly belong in the — . field of doubt and speculation. When they will, they A recently issued circular of a co-educational col- will; and when they won’t, they won’t; and it would lege contained this statement: “The student body em- 
seem, therefore, that we can best approach a serious dis- btaces young women.” ; 
cussion of a gas engine cycle by first getting our minds On the bulletin board of the women’s section of in a highly speculative mood.” the college the instructress in astronomy had posted 

ee this notice regarding the evening star: “Anyone 
But anyway, a gang of us went to the first mixer, wishing to look at Venus, please see me.” seeking to sort some wheat from the tares. While — the threshing was going on, I isolated a tall blond According to one of our soph civils, “a radian is brunette who looked strong enough. for the third the angle suspended by an are equal to the radius.” dance. We made a round, laying out seven couples, —_ 

and had just begun to hit on all four, when some We are willing to believe most of what Professor chap announces, “Refreshments will be served under D. W. Mead says, but he taxes our credulity when he the balcony.’ tells us, “In power systems in the West, men have Says she to me, “Had we better go over there?” been killed several times by a spurt of water dis- Says I, “That’s up to you, Miss. Shall we?” charged under high heads.”
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: By L. T. Socarp 

TRACK MEN AT WORK in the basket limited them to a low score. Gage placed 

With the close of the football season, track and bas- seven free throws in nine tries. 

betball, together with many minor indoor sports, have TANK SQUAD PRACTICING IN NEW POOL 

begun work in earnest. More than forty track men : re 
. z . : The old, concrete pool in the gym with its green 

are working regularly in the annex in preparation for te : : 
: : opaque water is no more. During the past summer 

the indoor season which opens early next semester. eo 
. : and fall a new, tile lined pool has replaced the old. 

Despite the losses by graduation, the material on hand . § 

‘ oe eae eee The new tank has been cut down to a length of sixty 

holds fair promise if the ineligibility jinx keeps off. +H aanat . . 
The frosh t f 1 ‘onal 4 feet, but still remains 20 ft. in width. New showers 

ne frosty “team. ast year was excepuiona ly good, aye also been installed. Joe Steinauer started his 

which gives further hope for the coming season. wo : 7 : 

‘ 3g ‘ : tank teams practicing immediately with the re-opening 

Ralph Spetz, senior civil, will captain the squad. . . F 

: . : ‘ : of school after Christmas in preparation for a heavy 

Spetz is the third consecutive engineer to captain a 

varsity track team, following, as he does, in the foot- cm mS 

steps of Nash and Knollin. His work in the dashes Pe ys 

in the last two years has given him a conference-wide g Ae Lo 

reputation, Johnson, also an engineer, and Irving Bs _ ow. y “if 

Wade, both veteran sprinters, are working with Spetz ose oN i Ay 

on the dashes. In the long distance runs, Tschudy ) = a ee. e 

and Jerry Wade, of the cross country team, should : : a ge od cs 

make an excellent showing. In the pole vault, Ham- ae (ano 

man, junior civil, and Tomlinson are the only men of se : oN i oa 

last year’s squad who are back. 5 ae — oe yy Bs 

BASKET SEASON OPENS WITH DEFEAT ply cree 3 

Captained by Gus Tebell, the varsity basketball ' Pa a : 

team pried the lid off the 1922-1923 season, Friday : Baie | a 

evening, December 15th, losing 20 to 13 to Pat Page’s He Nahe Ne SE 

Hoosier huskies from Butler College, Indianapolis. eee , 

For two seasons, now, Butler has beaten Wisconsin, Caprain RALPH SPETZ 

Tllinois 1 Chi i limi i we - ‘ 

inois, and Chicago in preliminary games, pouncing  -hedule. In addition to two meets with the Milwaukee 

down on the undeveloped teams early in the Big Ten 3 . 

. ‘ 5 : Athletic Club, there will be five conference dual meets 

season. Despite the fact that it was beaten in the : : 

: sy qegs and the All Conference meet at Chicago in March. 

opener, Meanwell’s squad holds great possibilities for 

the coming conference season. Rollie Williams and RICHARDS RESIGNS 

Gus Tebell, both of whom made a wide reputation last The resignation of John Richards, Badger football 

season as guards, are back. Gage and Elsom are being mentor for the past five seasons, has created no little 

used in the forward positions and Gibson is jumping stir in western football; it came as a complete sur- 

at center. 
prise to everyone. Richards, it is said, intends to 

On the night before school reopened, January 3rd, practice law. There has been a great deal of con- 

more than 2000 fans saw Marquette come from behind jecture as to just who will be chosen for the coaching 

the short end of an 8-6 score and, in the last minute of job. The loss of Richards is keenly felt, and the ath- 

play, win by the almost unheard of low score of 9 to letic council intends to do considerable scouting before 

8. Inability to shoot baskets seems to be the chief selecting the man to take his place. Wisconsin has 

trouble thus far this season; the team put up a won- many alumni who are capable of filling the bill, and it 

- derful defense, forcing Marquette to wild, lengthy may be that an effort will be made to get one of them. 

shots. 
Richards won renown as a full back at Wisconsin 

In the opening game of the conference season, the in the early ’g90s captaining the varsity for two seasons. 

Badger jersey clads took the measure of their old Although he has never won any conference pennants, 

rivals, Northwestern, Saturday evening, January 6, in his teams have played consistently and with compara- 

the Patten gym, Evanston. Wisconsin’s close guarding tively few defeats, making a reputation as the most 

featured the game, but, again, inability to put the ball feared team in the conference.
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TRAVIA REPRESENTATIVE TALKS TO ENGI- ing the sales field. The engineer-salesman should, of 
NEERING STUDENTS course, have a good command of English and mnowledge 

An example of the successful application of road oil . wie oe one cultural ae Nad to a Dane County road was described by Mr. G. E. s : | Martin, of the Cares Company, who spoke to a group and he cannot afford to appear ignorant on subjects 
of engineering students on January 10. Mr. Martin, with whieh a natin pee eee familar. ibis who at one time was a faculty member at Purdue, is . fee * coatea. bat ee an technical courses a good an honorary member of Triangle fraternity. deal of maaan of specialized rather than general The new gravel road between Madison and Sun 

ae 
.. : i C i r i h- 

Prairie was the one to receive the treatment. Although our en be omitted arom ay Ga. ons : a 
. S a a a ve 

less than a year old, it was already becoming rough and CUt dithiculty 5 wid b och ha . a the ‘cultural : = : 
2 I Ch. d 

dusty. As an experiment one mile was given the: fole YS4? Course: cou ene BEUe : ‘ lowins iameaiah The off sravel voad os scarified ™aterial spoken of as desirable can be as easily obtained . : . carenenas from a judicious selection of books read during leisure 
and the crown reduced to about four inches on the ti f 1 Th. Fact, SE weame Galea pi 

es. In fact, it seems cue 
twenty-seven foot roadway. The road was kept open [7M aS trom college cours : te 

a ira fields of know- 
to traffic for the purpose of compacting the gravel, but _ 9 AS oe al of toot vous os 2 conan great care was taken to keep the surface smooth b edge In a college course . “ neat z : grader. : The surface was finally swept lees that this cannot be done by a man desiring a complete iene Tones . raining i i ineering and commercial 
with a power sweeper, and a priming coat of about one- naa ma combined engineering and commerc 
sixth gallon of ‘Tarvia B per square yard was applied, It is an old statement of faculty members that we 
after which the road was opened to traffic to iron out all are required to sell something, if it is only our own irregularities and make the surface smooth for the “" @ ; Th : inat f process or mechan main application, ne-third gallon of Tarvia- er — SEFVICES. Se Ok a NEw : a a a —_ PI on a Beg SoEeN T eee ® B ism must sell his idea, the consulting engineer must 
square yard was then applied and immediately covered sell his knowledge and service, and almost every engi- with a thin coat of clean coarse sand. After a few ° * te : = e. = F wv neer, even if he is not a professional salesman, is acca- 
hours another ‘coat of sand was applied, making a total ™ die a of about fifty yards for the one mile of road, This Sinally called upon to sell some product or piece -of ‘i . . i As this is true, it becomes evident that 
Was Just enough sand to keep the surface from bleed- Squipment. te : Beemer a 1 1 tl | i T 

truction in basic economic principles and the psycho- 
ing. The road was opened to traffic the day after the 1s A Tanvia and sand wate Seiad ‘ ” logy of selling is important to all engineers, and that "Ti, caesiall : 4 , c ci j s introduced into all engi- 

The total cost of the treatment, including the patch- comercial subjects should be introduced i 5 ing for a period of sixty days, was $1,366. The experi. USSHNg ‘courses. ment has proven such a success that Dane County will THE EASTERN INSPECTION TRIP treat twenty-five miles of roads in the same way next (Concluded from page 6k) summer, 
‘ x A. J. Rabuck we were, their bill for ham-and-egg breakfasts must 

a : form a staggering item on the overhead charge. THE ENGINEER AS A SALESMAN The morning at Colfax was one of the most satis- (Concluded from page 65) factory of the entire trip. Every phase of the installa- - : ‘ tion possessed a degree of excellence and a refinement of a salesman can be much improved by education and : s . wee os : of detail found in no other central station on our itin- 
training along the proper lines. evary 

The Pp se 7 haat . 
s The Proper College Training It was well after noon when we started for Spring- In view of the importance of the field of salesman- dale, about a mile from Colfax. Here we were given ship, it seems pertinent to determine whether our techni- into the charge of engineers of the West Penn Power | cal schools are fitting men for this work, and if not, Co., who took us out to a splendid dinner—not to men- how improvements could be made. The combination of tion the “smokes.” We of the middle west will have work in commerce courses with a large amount of to “pull in our necks” a bit on our vaunted hospitality technical work at once presents itself as the most logi- for we have nothing on these Pittsburgh folk. cal solution of the problem; and it is found that more A short visit to the Springdale plant of the West and more men are combining such courses in their Penn Power Co. followed our dinner and then we were college work, and that more courses along business given slickers, rubber hats, and electric torches and taken and economic lines are being prescribed in the standard down into the nearby coal mine which supplies the engineering courses. Engineering faculties are lear: Springdale boilers. ing that while technical knowledge is important, being That evening, the Pittsburgh alumni gave us a smoker the real excuse for the existance of the engineer, still at the Fort Pitt hotel. It was pleasant to meet the commercial relations and problems will probably be as older men from Wisconsin, and there were many of important to the graduate as technical matters. This the younger fellows present whom we knew well. being true for all engineering students, it must apply Thursday morning we visited the factories of the even more strongly to those who are considering enter- Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company
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at East Pittsburgh, the true Mecca of our pilgrimage. velopment and the Saint Lawrence waterway develop- 

We were guided through as much of the place as ment with its enormous electric power proposition if 

could be crowded into the morning, and then taken to carried through will exert a tremendous pressure to- 

lunch at the company’s cafeteria,—a cafeteria that wards the electrification of possibly thousands of miles 

serves more people in an hour’s time than any other of present steam line trackage. These proposed, stu- 

in the world. It is a big place and the regret was that pendous power developments will depend for their final 

we had so little time to spend there. accomplishment upon the return of a free money mar- 

After a visit to K. D. K. A., the country’s pioneer ket, which should accompany the reviving prosperity 

radio broadcasting station, we crowded into a jerky here in America, which, in turn, will depend to a con- 

little trolley car and rode to McKeesport, the home siderable extent upon the return to normalcy of con- 

of the National Tube Co., a subsidiary of the United ditions in Europe. Should these conditions come to 

States Steel Corporation. This was much like the steel pass it is impossible even to estimate the extent to 

mill at Lackawanna, but in many respects more inter- which the field of employment for the electrical engi- 

esting. neer in transportation will be increased. This will be 

Friday morning found us in Cleveland. Nela Park equally true for the civil and mechanical engineer, for 

was our objective. This “university of industry,” as it it will mean a practical reconstruction of our present 

is called, was unique among all the places we saw. In steam lines. 

reality the general offices, research laboratories, and Steam Railway Terminal Electrification 

experimental workshops of the National Electric Lamp The smoke nuisance, the necessity for quicker and 

Works of the General Electric Co., it appears to the more frequent commutation service has already resulted 

casual observer more like some great educational insti- in the electrication of several steam railway terminals, 

futon, Grounds and buildings carry out the illusion notably the Forty-Second Street, the Hudson and the 

perfectly, and it is only after one Steps inside that Pennsylvania terminals in New York City and the ; 

evidences of a great industry materialize, Pennsylvania terminal in Philadelphia. The South Sta- 
While at Nela Park, we were made to feel that the tion at Boston and the Union Station at Washington 

place was ours. Everything possible was done to make were built so as to permit of easy future electrification. 

our visit pleasant. A dinner in the beautiful cafeteria, The Illinois Central railway is now about to start the 

motion pictures, and a radio concert contributed to our electrification of its Chicago terminal after a long delay 
comfort. And cigars and cigarettes were always within § que to the war. It is only a question of time when 

reach. Nela Park, and the gentlemen who made our terminals in other cities must follow suit. This will 
day there so delightful, will certainly be remembered open up an excellent field of employment for the rail- 

by all who made the trip. Frank Hyer went to sleep way electrical engineer, but it will be rather of a more 

on the street-car going out, and rode to the end of the transient nature in each case, since the need of a large 

line, but while at Nela, Was 2s wide-awake as the rest engineering force passes as soon as the main construc- 

of us. Neither were Smart’s eyes focused on infinity. tion work is completed, « ily a relatively small operating 

(Ask Hyer.) force then being maintained. One of the pleasures in 

As a fitting close to a strenuous week, the Wiscon- most electric traction employment has been that it 

sin-Chicago game completed our physical fatigue by commonly permitted the engineer to establish a real 

tiring out the vocal chords,—about the only chords left ome, if he cared to do so. The employment usually 

to us capable of functioning. being of a somewhat permanent nature, the tendency 

Ty es ee on to move about from place to place, from job to job, 

ELECTRIC RAILWAY FIELD has been rather less than in most other lines of electri- 

: (Canenaca, from Boge 58) cal engineering, the work on terminal electrification 

. Steam Railway Electrification being an exception to this. It is, however, a very 

While at present the local, suburban, interurban, ele- interesting field of traction engineering and one most 
vated and subway installation outweigh by far the elec- certain to widen within the next decade or so. 

trification on existing steam railway lines the possible . . . 

future extent and value of such electrification, particu- Trunk Line Electrification 

: larly of trunk lines, is so great as to be almost un- The greatest potential possibilities in the field of em- 

thinkable. Experience of the New York Central, the ployment in electric traction lie in future electrification 

New York, New Haven and Hartford, the Piedmont, of existing steam trunk lines. A number of steam 

the Pennsylvania and other systems, and especially of railway systems have had for a number of years fully 

the Chicago, Milwaukee, and Saint Paul line, show the matured plans for the electrification of parts of their 

tremendous possibilities of such electrification. Again lines. Among these are the Pennsylvania, the Lehigh 

it is largely a question of first cost and of the resulting Valley, the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western, the : 

revenue per track mile, but power development is ex- New York, New Haven and Hartford. Some of these 

panding at present in such a way that a very consider- would have been in electrical operation by this time 

able amount of electrification may come at a rather had the war not intervened. The newspapers have just 

unexpectedly early date. The proposed superpower de- carried the announcement that the Chicago, Milwaukee
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and Saint Paul is planning an early electrification of the past and relatively few have entered it, though its the section of its main line between LaCrosse and returns at times have been more than excellent. The Minneapolis. This will be their third section electrified, technical man has here been mostly concerned in the giving them over one thousand miles in total. The working up and testing of ingenious signal systems proposal is to draw the power from hydro-electric gen- for both single and double track service. The less erating stations to be erected along streams in the north- highly trained man is commonly used for the installa- east section of Wisconsin. This will involve the expen- tion and operation of these systems. It is therefore diture of millions of dollars and years of time. When largely a line of work for the special few only. Every completed it will be one of the most effective demon- railroad system of any size employs such a staff and strations of electrification in the United States. there are several large corporations manufacturing Again it is largely a question of the money market, signal equipment. 
possible decreased operation costs, insistent demand for The Electric Traction Field for the Sales and Theory higher use of existing steam trackage, together with an Man . already present, tremendous demand for more and bet- . Sai ter freight transportation. This last has been seen . It may Seen Wa of the five main types of activity this fall and winter in the almost complete breakdown ™ Cngineering, Assign, manufacture, Sales, installakion, of our steam lines in the transportation of coal alone, operaion—the electric ‘traction field 8 concemed ale giving us our present coal shortage, terrible in its poten- TORE whally with mie toon and fitth;—installation =“ tal menace, operation. Tn’ the main this is true, though there is 

Such development as here merely outlined will re- fe: geginal Ene a nee teslan, a2 conmsti quire a greatly augmented staff of electric transporta- this aE ae “a it appears that the Py of railwa: tion engineers of the highest type. Of course a large pon hould b » donly By that é f a number of the present steam line engineers will be ne, ike i ou ; alan aad _ ype 0 a te taken over into the new work, as has always been thes wno ft eo - oie primary th ae Jy the case, but this will not suffice by any means to take Newer n ie ae . ares miner uF ae setae care of the demand for such engineers. Most of the Pre ble fields of mood openings in the acne Aine for sent steam line engineers have not had the requisite tet Who b ar, are waded atePasted E desion training and many of them are of the old school of iittifarbane or sale af ap ee ‘With the ex andy , practical experience alone. Affiliation with such work of electrification this fea is bound is wien Nore commonly means, through the system of advancement reatly. In fact it has already started to d vhs common on most steam lines, the staying with the given & d oy iacas i} y Sta Cee © system for a period of years or even a working life Ones 20%, one a Fat ee eicine Sonne an o one time, unless called to some larger system. mel oe wien Ales on * ath’ Yet # soma ce The work may be no more interesting, perhaps, than freely admitted that. whil 5 rit 1 im d that on local trolley service, possibly really less of a : h f 1 w ae Sperity ae _upTeye personal service, but it usually gets a great hold on Sreatly ere Or date, general, country-wide prosperity one, if only from the tremendous size of the problem. me yet with GS. 501 thal a nising achvnly Purpassing A : . ;_ this may certainly be looked for in this field. While local transportation and trunk terminal electri- 
fication will have to do largely with motored cars, trunk The General Field 
line electrication will have to do with electric locomo- With the coming of general activity and prosperity, tives, possibly of sizes hardly even dreamed of now. with the settling of European troubles, all branches New developments in the art, such as better motors, of electrical engineering are certain to increase. Greater higher direct current voltages, possible large stationary power development, especially on the hydro-electric current rectifiers and similar improvements are bound and mine-mouth side, great increase in the use of motor . to come with widening steam line electrification, All drives, more and better lighting, wider interconnection of these will tend to speed up and extend the scope of transmission systems and networks, all these will and field of electrification of existing steam trunk lines. come with reviving activity. With them will certainly : What the next twenty-five or fifty years will show come a tremendous concomitant development in electric is now only conjecture, but it will certainly be great, transportation, both local and extended. Present con- possibly beyond all present vision. ditions demand it. All this will open to a large group Railway Signaling Field of engineers of proper inclination and training a 
There is at present a small, rather specialized field ™OSt attractive field of life endeavor, one of great value of employment and service in the application of elec- t0 the country and to humanity, one of great appeal tricity to railway signaling. Though narrow, it is a and fitting reward to those fitted by nature for its type 

field of tremedous importance and value and this will Of service. 
grow with the increasing electrification and use of — our present trackage. Greater speed and shorter head- Lirrre, nut Lonc.—Many a man thinks he is over- way will demand this. As a field for the general engi- worked just because he takes all day to do a three-hour neering graduate it has not had much attraction in job—Baltimore Sun.
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What chance have you } 
e e 

got against him? | 
T was a cynic who said:‘‘Some men go to 

I college, Other men study.” | 

A slander! But yet there probably are college 

men whose bills for midnight oil are not large. 

And there are men who left school in the 

lower grades who, along with a hard day’s work, 

put in long hours of study —spurred on by a 

dream and a longing. 

Look out for them. 

The achievements of non-college men in busi- 

ness suggest an important fact. Success seems to 

depend, not so much on the place where a man 

studies, as on the earnestness of the student. 

But, granting equal earnestness and ability, it is 

still true that the college man has the advantage. 

Published in Regular hours for study and lecture, the use of 

the interest of Elec- library and laboratory, the guidance of professors, 

ee ee contact with men of the same age and aspirations 

be helped by what- | —all these will count in his favor, if he makes the 

\ ever helps the most of them. 

Industry. A big “‘if.”’ The new year is a good time to . 

start making it a reality. 

| Western Electric Company | 
Since 1869 makers and distributors of electrical equipment 

Number 25 of a series 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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| Just the Things in * | “WHITE’S” 
! 

. | GENUINE ARMY GOODS | NATIONALLY KNOWN AND USED | For Engineers | 
! | : | Offers High Cut Boots’ ~— $9.99 | Drawing Instruments {Just in -----__ eee: ° 
i . ; | | Whipeord pereeches with $4.95 | APPROVED and RECOMMENDED by the 

; DEPARTMENT of MECHANICAL DRAW- 
! All Wool Army Socks._______. 99C | ING, may be bought at any first class Supply | | , ; d ; Store or directly from the | Angee onoes Goodyear $4.25 ” 
i Lamb Lined Vests, $10 00 i FACTORY AT MILWAUKEE 

Special _--_-________ Le. ° 

All Leather Outside Vests... 1 0.00 

! Fine for an Engineer | Ask for 

| “Master” No. 45 | Madison Army and Navy Store | (CENTER ADJUSTMENT) 
212 E. Main Street oR 

et eet ntti anne f 
eo s A? Freese eee Euclid” No. 40 

(SIDE ADJUSTMENT) 

Prices to Students: 

No. 45, $18.50; No. 40, $15.50 * 

Branch | ~~ 
: : These Instruments are WISCONSIN MADE, 

| Bank of Wisconsin and, as regards ACCURACY, WORKMAN- 
SHIP and BEAUTY OF FINISH, are UN- 
SURPASSED by other American or by Eu- 

| CAPITAL and SURPLUS, $360,000.00 Tapeety Pnadunts, 
| 

=— —_—— 
| 

| David White Co. | | State and Gilman Sts. avi i e 0. fic. 
i 

Manufacturers of Surveying and Drawing Instruments 

901-915 Chestnut St., 
| 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 
BEBE ne tm ig 
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Curiosity may have killed the well-known Research, as we know it, is the guiding hand 

cat, but it has been underneath most of the upon the purely creative activities of business. 

hard-won developments that lastingly benefit Constantly it brings to light new aspects of 

mankind. Once in a great while, perhaps, ac- known laws, new visions of laws yet to be un- 

cident has been the spark that has lighted covered. But the search for these is not hap- 

the torch of achievement; but much more hazard nor whimsical; it is organized and planned 

frequently—always, nearly—accomplishment, as carefully and thoroughly as any other busi- 

especially in the field of science and invention, ness activity. Whether chemical, electrical, or 

has grown out of the insatiable curiosity that physical, it is engineering; and it follows engi- 

seems to be the heritage of us all. Mankind neering methods and tradition. 

wants to know—and is slowly finding out. M. © engl have b holly at 

Curiosity, the complement of imagination, any great engineers Lave Deen WAOMY: Bi : 
knows no appeasement. loss in this specialized activity. For research, 

in a sense, reverses the usual order. Its en- 

This is, however, no essay on the vague sub- deavor is to discover unknown laws in the known 

ject of idle curiosity. There is a vast difference  facts—a thing which is quite at variance with 

between that and the organized, untiring, well- ordinary engineering practice. Yet there is a 

planned activity which, as an integral part of fine type of engineering mind which finds its 

Westinghouse organization, searches continu- great opportunity in this kind of work. And to 

ally for the answers to problems which intelli- _ that type of mind, and that type of man, re- 

gent speculation sets up. This, if you please, is search beckons with an unmistakable hand. 

curiosity in its highest and most intensified It is engineering pioneering, it blazes trails for 

form; and it is a fundamental thing in the West- _ progress, to new triumphs, in a wilderness into 

inghouse operations. whose outskirts man has scarcely penetrated. 

ESTINGHOUSE 

ACHIEVEMENT & OPPORTUNITY Xi} 
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| [oe | Ex € 1 | wivel Road Pen 

TTERI ES | I : Developed with the co-operation of the 
Service fe E | Dhited en, Forest Service and its 

bee an warts a lesign perfected only after continued and 
| eries, [>] «thorough t i 
i Starters, Lights, 3 | A A ests on the drawing board. 

| 3 [oo n “ Alteneder” i 
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» rossing In! I : | = 1 ee i} GRAND PRIZE (Highest Award) i 
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i | LARGEST BRIEF CASE DEALER 1 

| The Print S 7 ———— | In O to 2 Pocket Cases ____...------$7.00 
i ! | 3 Pocket Cases _.---________ 8.00 i 

. | . i j 4 Pocket Cases ____ 9 | 

Printers and Engravers i The above Cases ne Gea Leathans baw i | 
| 5 = corners; steel handle support: aid cbeaee reinzoreed i 
oe So to ee sagging. We also have cores at ef 
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Electric P Equi t 

= ae ry Si a For the power plant, complete equipment “from prime , 

ee rs ‘ cn - <4}; ¥) mover to switchboard” is built by the Allis-Chalmers 

bie at] 4G / nh ae bat} organization. This includes all types of prime mov- 

a * ae ie ea Pal wi ers—steam turbines, hydraulic turbines, steam, gas and 

py a ie ie vi y . ere Pr AN oil engines, together with complete electrical equip- 

OH oe ert | a 4 2a Hii. | ment. Condensers of all types, pumps, air compressors 

Pera ; ‘ine ypes, pump iP 

c A i. at 7 - } | and many other auxiliaries are also supplied. Allis- 

ee Le Zz. f  ~—'| + Chalmers equipment is used in plants of all sizes, and 
Be Be q Pp S 

- ay Md aa includes some of the largest power units ever built. 

. ie a ALLIS-CHALMERS PRODUCTS 

fe as : a Electrical Machinery Pumping Engines 

4 s a 7s | Steam Turbines Centrifugal Pumps 

= §~6=— | Steam Engines Condensers 

7— | Gas Engines etallurgical Machinery =] | Gas Engi Metallurgical Machi 
2 | Oil Engines Air Compressors . 

|| | Hydraulic Turbines Air Brakes 

=) Crushing and Cement Machy. Steam and Electric Hoists 

Mining Machinery Farm Tractors 

Five 14,000 KV-A, 17,500 H. P., 68 ft. Head, 100 Flour Mill Machinery Perforated Metal 

R. P. M. Units, Wateree Power Company, Saw Mill Machinery Timber Treating and Pre- 

Southern Power Company Power Transmission Machy. serving Machinery 

a 

(: LLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING( 0. 
MILWAUKEE, WIS. U.S.A. 

nnn oe pant HH yf NH I I A A 

! {| 
| WE CARRY ONLY THE il 

| IN | TRAVELING BAGS and SUIT CASES ; 

| | | 

i FANCY GROCERIES, FRUITS i LARGEST SELECTION IN SOUTHERN i 

i , i WISCONSIN i 

ork i | Trunks and Leather Goods Repaired 
| VEGETABLES i runks an eather oods epaire | 

| || WEHRMANN'S | | BRAINERD & HARTE | | f | 
516 State St. 116 King St. Phone B. 666 

De et Et 

as eee i 

! ! 

| : | Make Your Home at | 

| | | 

| | The | 

| | { 
i i New Snowflake Waffle | 

! | 5 ! 

i Badger Barber Shop | | Kitchen and Lunch Room | 
1 : 
j i Also known as the ' 

| 806 University Avenue | Little White Church Around the Corner | 

I { 1114 W. Dayton St. 1 

sr a 
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Pte ttt RAN Hayat ! 
| 
i ESTABLISHED 1854 
I 

Conklin & Sons Company : 
COAL, WOOD and MENDOTA LAKE ICE 

Cement, Stucco, White Lime, Hair and Sewer Pipe 

Main Office: 24 E. Mifflin St. Phone Badger 25 
tt teal 
ee Poe o— 

| 

tol | MILK PLUS | MONTAGUE'’S CHOCOLATE 
| Perfect Pasteurization with the whole milk | ! COVERED CHERRIES | ! flavor retained explains why Kennedy's ! | 69c Per Pound | Milk has been chosen as the best possible ! 

i ! milk, ! od | ; | | Sumner & Cramton | | _ Kennedy Dairy Co. 7 DRUGGISTS 
j PURE PASTEURIZED MILK AND cREAM ! . G 618 University Ave. Phone Badger 7100 i ' 670 State St. Postal Station ' a 1B eet te tnt ttt at tt att 

eon AT 

ae 

| ENGINEERS— | | The Best Flowers | 
| CIVIL, CHEMICAL, ELECTRICAL, | I Flowers hee MECHANICAL and MINING i HERES UES 
| CLASS PIPES | 

ANY DESIGN OR YEAR ' 
i ian of iMORGAN? 1 | | | N’Ss i | FLORALCO | | 532-534 State Street | . | i ene ae nl ee ea 

A AAA HtAtttae 

| EVERYBODY GOES TO THE PROM IN A | i 

YELLOW | 
| 

| | 
| | BAD 5(Q() cer | i 
i | | 
| CAB i 

Be ee 
All the New Music at HOOK BROS.
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INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS SHOULD BE WELL : 
LIGHTED. 

> From the employer’s viewpoint, the big difference ssoov00 TTT TT TTT 7 

between men who work out of doors and those who per- vaeooeoi | Ft ft fF 

form tasks inside the building, is the factor of light. Day- seosost ee et 

light furnishes sufficient illumination outside during the i ecto 

daytime working hours for men to pursue their tasks ee 

efficiently and safely. But the proposition of getting ie i aL! OF 2 

enough daylight into the interior of industrial buildings, reeceoq | + tf ++ | 

requires some thought ree 
It is not a difficult problem by any means, and any pa. 

employer can take advantage of daylight and utilize it for AN Sn ott eat et 

lighting his building during the daytime, if he desires. It EP 

is an excellent light, especially suitable for the eyes, re- 90000 rif pt eel 

ducing eye strain and eye weariness to a minimum, and wort a 

has the great economic advantage of costing nothing. asso} + | +f 

To utilize daylight to the utmost, we must first pro- sovonp mre oie 

vide means for allowing daylight rays to enter the interior ene | 

of buildings in sufficient quantity—namely, proper and eS ee 

adequate windows and skylights. Many excellent instances ene Ea 

of buildings designed with a due regard to the importance cee i, 

of daylight lighting can now be seen in many of our in- . 

dustrial cities. Such buildings presert the appearance of Brown ere RO ea to 1923 

being practically all windows—“window walled,” as they in square feet of floor space 

are termed—and this type of daylight construction is : 

coming rapidly into favor, because it constitutes a more 

healthy building for large numbers of employes, both Th ; Ch L$: 

from the lighting and ventilation standpoints. ~ 1s art te S a story 

Among those who have constructed this type of mod- This chart of the growth in floor space of the 

ern industrial building may be mentioned: The Shredded Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co. from 1872 to 1923 

Wheat Co., Gillette Safety Razor Co., Lyon & Healy Piano shows the steady, persistent development of a 

Co, Hy ay, Hein: Coy Corona: iTypeymitet Coy, Bi’mners , business founded on the sound basis of quality 
Macaroni Co., Grape Juice Co., Dodge Bros., Nelson Valve f duct and service to customers. 

Co., Piston Ring Co., Remington Arms Co., and a great of product an * 

many others. The growth recorded by this chart can also 

The Larkin Co., Philadelphia, has erected a building be attributed to the rapid advance of mechani- 

almost entirely glass, 85% being windows, and the Loomis cal progress—a progress due 7 no small measure 

Breaker, operated by the D. L. & W. R. R. Co., Nanticoke, to the many important inventions and develop- 

Pa., is literally a glass house, being 93.5% of glass. The mentsassociated with the name Brown & Sharpe. 

new buildings of the Winchester Repeating Arms Co. The invention of the Vernier Caliper, the in- 

have an average glass area of 587. troduction of the Micrometer Caliper, the inven- 

An investigation covering 18 buildings constructed by tion of the Universal Milling Machine, the 

the Aberthaw Const. Co., Boston, shows that the average Universal Grinding Machine and the Formed 

window ‘aren 18 BULB Cutter, the introduction of the Constant Speed 

These figures indicate how important the subject of Drive and the Ground-Form Gear Cutter are 

lighting is now considered by employers of industrial landmarks in mechanical history—all of Brown 

labor, and how well the idea has been carried out by the & Sharpe origin 

architects and engineers, in order that all parts of a build- . 

ing may receive sufficient daylight. But, in addition to In this column, from month to month, 

providing ample window space, there is another factor we shall briefly tell the story o 

which is equally important, and that is, equipping the these Brown & Sharpe developments 

windows with the proper glass. 

The bright direct rays of the sun should not be per- Bro WN & SHARPE Mee. Co. 

mitted to strike the eye, and we must provide a means for Providence, R. 1. U. S.A. 

reducing the glare to rays which will not be too bright. : 

This is accomplished by glass especially manufactured for eS Mitts Mien semw ile es 

industrial windows, known as Factrolite. This glass pos- “¢ ya, Grinding Machines Cutters “and Hobs 

sesses the property of breaking up the intense rays of the ae free (3) Gear Cutting Machines Machinists’Tools 

sun and diffusing the light into the interior of the build- ae - na the 

ing in proper portions, solving the problem of sun glare. eee ee a EPL: a 

If you are interested in the distribution of light i oi y oe | 

through Factrolite, we will send you a copy of Laboratory Cee ae ee oo Sa i eG 

Report—“Factrolited.” EAR A A TYE a aero 
5 a ah erence t= al 

MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO, ee an ne 

220 Fifth Avenue, pene a a i ae bere oi al : 

St. Louis. New York. Chicago. faced iia “ae 

No. 4. 
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rar aE Se + 
i > L | } | ks i | | | Ci CHICAGO STEEL TAPE Co. BADGER METER MFG. CO. | i \\\ i } ‘anu e i 
| \ iy) 6281 Onneean a yeme | Disc, Turbine, Compound, Oil, and Hot Water Meters i : : ICAGO, ILL. 1 i 

aN — Manufacturers — i | 

| Surveying Implements, Tapes, Leveling i ‘ i 
| f * Rods, Self-Computing Rods, Stadia i i i 
| ff {| My Rods, Rod Ribbons, Targets, Mark- ] i 

. i | My) a ing Pins, Lining Poles, Eureka i i. i 
NC hy Tape Repairers, Etc. jo j + OY 1 | i 

! i | | i i i 

a | 
| ‘ [ | . | | THE VILTER MFG. CO., 906 Clinton St. | | taicer mote "a" Die water em | a 

. iZes 0 i ! wILWAUKER, WIS. Established 1867 | | : ‘ . | | Builders of | | FROST PROTECTION—Badger disc meters, | 
| 4 eae | | sizes 5g-inch to 1%4-inch inclusive, are i | sii ay by Poppet Valve | | equipped with breakable bottom plates, which | 
| fd be a la and | | in the event of freezing give way with the | i hee eis Corliss | | expansion of the ice, and relieve the working | 
! OF ewe 7 ee Engines | l parts of abnormal pressure. There is no dam- | | sl Se _§ eeanar a! | age to the meter other than the breakage of | | 7"! re eo eng an | [| the frost bottom. | i * ; Refrigerating i a . i : Machinery tol Milwaukee, Wisconsin : | i | 2A th ht ttt nt tt ttt tt ttt 

Ce 

STURDY & RELIABLE [UFKIN ’ l . APES 

© him INSURE YOU OF ACCURACY AND GOOD STEADY a / pi S SERVICE UNDER ALL CONDITIONS WS Poor Y “eal P 
om * > They h i d feat yi i y & addition to the essential qualities of ac. eee . y ay | , euracy and durability. Ply NS 

C\ / On Sale Everywhere Send for Catalogue re 8) I 
PN SY d THE LUFKIN fPULE Co. ree 

# Windsor, Ont. SAGINAW, MICH. __ New York i” 

ttt 

| a os 5 ——- I i a rca = = i a = p = i 

WIRE ROPE FOR ENGINEERING 
i A Wire Rope of Long Life and Reliable Service i = 

3 JOHN A. ROEBLING’S SONS COMPANY, TRENTON, NEW JERSEY ' 
Ft NRHN Ht 
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‘\ Standardized Concrete |; 
i —~ nh ! ? : 4) . on what does it depend : f 
N 

4 

~ 
: . 

NS , I \HE production ofstandardized concrete 

Sy Speer —concrete of absolutely uniform domi- 4 

S 7 2). Ve nantstrength—depends on three essentials 4 

SY ‘ C Ne ‘ \S in addition to the use of proper aggregates. 4 

N prey ba , % \ The first of these — the proper mixing 

\S [va ( a action that prevents separation of aggre- 

* 5 ee NS ie ome 
* 

x fc a @ 4“ e = gate and produces plastic, thoroughly 3 

. i ay " Lox = mixed, concrete — is provided by the 4) 

j | aw Lf i Ss Koehring five action remixing principle 

IN ub ig peg | which coats every particle of aggregate 4 

S \\ 2) ng Loy 7 j, 2 thoroughly with cement. 3 
IN \ en Oe Pie) ae send . 

iN oe u pe Ea ‘i ‘ A The second factor—the measuring of the 4 

Sy i One ae ee proper amount of water to each batch— 4 

NY ss iA : is under positive control in a Koehring 4 

S x wos by means of the Koehring automatic 4 

SY Ne water measuring tank. This tank is ad- 7 

S justed to supply the exact amount of water J 

(1) Blade cuts through materials required per batch, and once so regulated, 4 

pA with churning action. (2) Blade f * . 

carries materials up, spilling down the amount of water is automatically 

Z| again against motion of drum. (3) measured for every batch. ~ 

4 Materials hurled across diameter . . . . eal 

a) of drum. (4) Materials elevated The third factor in producing standardized S 

2) to drum top and cascaded down a f * he th : 

g to reversed discharge chute which concrete—a means oO : measuring the thor- 4 

3 (5) with seattering, spraying ac; oughness of mix—is controiled by the S| 

2 charging side for repeated tips Koehring batch meter. This automatically SI 

3 through mixing process, locks the discharge chute as soon as ma- S| 

6 terials enter the drum and holds it so until ) 

4 the specified mixing time for which the S 

4 meter has been set, has elapsed, when the NY 

4 discharge chute automatically is released \ 

4 and the release signalled by a bell. N 

4 —— 
S 

EHR “Built to Endure’’ an artistic booklet of 32 pages S| 

(77, 7 & beautifully illustrated with etchings, contrasting NY 

4 4M ancient and modern examples of engineering ) 

A) 77/7 achievements in concrete, will be sent free upon NY 

4} ~—C ] request to engineering students and others interested. S 

Yj 
~ 

4 OO ey KOEHRING COMPANY s 
4) IY se MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN S 

i 
Manufacturers of Concrete Mixers and Crane Excavators S 

WD L7>T77 FF” Ce” tltF#*e CC J 

Q > .VUOEOEeeSO FF ##,., é ié£484§o+ + -¢ SY 

4) We _ | —h—6hlUCcr lr Cc VrrrrsSs S 
7) 7/77.) JF |. "9, V/V 4+ Vv) Ch 7 © N 

4) 
\ 

4 
N 
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“The way of an Eagle in the air” € way of an Eagle in the air 
Pre) ENTURY after century refused to encourage him further. 
; e) men broke their necks He died a disappointed man. 
( oe i Bag : oO) trying oo at had Langley’s scientific study which 

1 not ve 1h wey of ultimately gave us the airplane 
what te sn the ca Me way Ol seemed unimportant in 1896. 
enicapiejn the.air: . Whole newspaper pages were given 

In 1891 came Samuel P lerpont —_up to the sixteen-to-one ratio of Langley, secretary of the Smith- silver to gold. 
sonian Institution. He wanted «gi 2* tw dowd ell 
facts. His first step was to whirl I a ee 1s f eal i it 
flat surfaces in the air, to measure “ y- h ous aL alrp built 
the air pressures required to sus- © or ike i vicdeentlod I. i: t 
tain these surfaces in motion and wit t 4 nowledge that Langley 
to study the swirls and currentsof  #°duTed. 
the air itself. Finally, in 1896, he In this work the Laboratories of 
built a small steam-driven model the General Electric Company 
which flew three-quarters of a played their part. They aided in 
mile. developing the “supercharger,” 

With a Congressional appro- whereby an engine may be sup- 
priation of $50,000 Langley built _ plied with the air that it needs for 
alarge man-carrying machine. Be- combustion at altitudes of four 
cause it was improperly launched, __ miles and more. Getting the facts 
it dropped into the PotomacRiver. first, the Langley method, made 
Years later, Glenn Curtiss few it the achievement possible. 
at Hammondsport, New York. What is expedient or important 

Congress regarded Langley’s today may be forgotten tomorrow. 
attempt not asa scientific experi- The spirit of scientific research 
ment but as a sad fiasco and and its achievements endure. 

eneral@)Electric 
General Office Comp any Schenectady, MY. 

95-636D 2 
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